
CHAPTER

6 Relevant Information for
Decision Makingwith a Focus
on Operational Decisions

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
When you have finished studying this chapter,you should be able to:

I.Use a differential analysis to examine income effects across alternatives and show that
an opportunity-cost analysis yields identical results.

2. Decide whether to make or buy certain parts or products.

3. Choose whether to add or delete a product line using relevant information.

4. Compute the optimal product mix when production is constrained by a scarce resource.

5. Decide whether to process a joint product beyond the split-off point.

6. Decide whether to keep or replace equipment.

7. Identify irrelevant and misspecified costs.

8. Discuss how performance measures can affect decision making.

ÿ NANTUCKET NECTARS

Starting a beverage business can be a complex maze of decisions. Tom First and Tom Scott should know.
After graduating from college, they operated a two-person boat service business off Nantucket Island,
provisioning and cleaning yachts during the summer. In 1989, they received the inspiration for a juice
drink made with fresh peaches. After a bit of experimentation, the self-proclaimed "juice guys" began
bottling and selling their nectar drink from their boat. That first summer, they sold 2,000 bottles at

$1.00 each. Today, Nantucket Nectars, bought by Cadbury-Schweppes in 2002 and now owned by
Dr Pepper Snapple Group, sells millions of cases each year. Product lines include Nantucket Squeezed
Nectars, Freshly Blended Nantucket Nectars, Nantucket NectarFizz, 100% fruit juices, juice cocktails,
carbonated juice drinks, and not-from-concentrate teas and lemonades.

Getting to this point, however, has been anything but smooth sailing. First and Scott's early
attempts to sell juice to retailers failed; profits were nonexistent. They sold half the business to an equity
partner for $500,000 to venture into distribution, but ended up losing $ I million the first year. Employees
stole caseloads of merchandise from the warehouse, and there were product disappointments, such as
Bayberry Tea. But the juice guys were quick learners. They got out of distribution, changed their market¬
ing approach, and stopped the flow of red ink.

As the company grew, it tackled important operational decisions. For example, should it build and
operate its own bottling facilities? What criteria should be used for developing new products? What's the
best approach for tracking and analyzing the growing volume of production, distribution, and sales data?

After examining the cost of building and operating bottling plants, Nantucket Nectars chose to contract

with existing beverage co-packers in Rhode Island, Nevada, Florida,Pennsylvania, and Maryland.This approach
gave the company broader distribution options without the capital expenditure and overhead of multiple
plants. Its managers scrutinized unit costs associated with new product ideas emerging from the test kitchen
to be sure margins were on target, and they meticulously tracked every detail—from operational costs to

pricing promotions—through an enterprise resource planning (ERP) information system from Oracle.



As with Nantucket Nectars, managers in other companies must

make similar operational decisions. Should Toyota make the tires

it mounts on its cars, or should it buy them from suppliers? Should
General Mills sell the flour it mills, or should it use the flour to

make more breakfast cereal? Should Air France add routes to use
idle airplanes, or should it sell the planes? These decisions all require
a good deal of accounting information. But what information will
be relevant to each decision? In Chapter 5, we identified relevant
information for pricing decisions. In this chapter, we examine rel¬
evance in the operational area. The basic framework for identifying
relevant information remains the same for operations as it was for
pricing. We are still looking only for future costs that differ among
alternatives. However, we now expand our analysis by introducing
the concepts of opportunity costs and differential costs. ÿ

Analyzing Relevant Information:
Focusing on the Future and
DifferentialAttributes
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When you relax with a bottle of

Nantucket Nectars juice, you do not

consider the various costs that go into
producing, selling, and distributing

the bottle. But these costs are
very important to the managers at

Nantucket Nectars.

Opportunity, Outlay, and Differential Costs and Analysis
Management decision making is a matter of comparing two or more alternative courses of action.
Suppose a manager has only two alternatives to compare. The key to determining the financial
difference between the alternatives is to identify the differential costs and revenues. Differential
cost (differential revenue) is the difference in total cost (revenue) between two alternatives. For
example, consider the decision about which of two machines to purchase. Both machines per¬
form the same function. The differential cost is the difference in the price paid for the machines
plus the difference in the costs of operating the machines. We call a decision process that com¬
pares the differential revenues and costs of alternatives a differential analysis.

When managers analyze the differential costs between the existing situation and a proposed
alternative, they often refer to this as incremental analysis. They examine the incremental
(additional) costs and benefits of the proposed alternative compared with the current situation.
The incremental costs are additional costs or reduced revenues generated by the proposed
alternative. Incremental benefits are the additional revenues or reduced costs generated by the
proposed alternative. For instance, suppose Nantucket Nectars proposes to increase produc¬
tion of its NectarFizz juice drink from 1,000 bottles to 1,200 bottles per week. The incremental
costs of the proposed alternative are the costs of producing the additional 200 bottles each week.
The incremental benefits are the additional revenues generated by selling the extra 200 bottles.

When there are multiple alternative courses of action, managers often compare one
particular action against the entire set of alternatives. Let's consider another example. Nantucket
Nectars proposes introducing a new 100%juice drink, Papaya Mango, which requires the use of
a machine that is currently sitting idle. Nantucket Nectars can sell the Papaya Mango produced
over the remaining life of the machine for $500,000. Inaddition, the company will incur outlay
costs—costs that require a future cash disbursement to purchase needed resources—of $400,000,
producing a net financial benefit of $100,000.

Nantucket Nectars purchased the machine for $100,000 several years ago, but we know that
the $100,000 paid for the machine is not relevant. Why? Because, as we learned from our discus¬
sion of relevant costs inChapter 5, it is not a future cost nor does it differ across the alternatives. But
what if the machine can be used for alternatives other than producing Papaya Mango? To decide
whether to use the machine to produce Papaya Mango, the company needs to compare the benefit
of using the machine for Papaya Mango against the other alternative uses of the machine. Suppose
there are two alternative uses, 1) selling the machine for $50,000 and 2) using it to produce addi¬
tional bottles of Original Peachjuice, which would generate revenues less outlay costs of $60,000.
Using an incremental approach, we compare the revenues and outlay costs of the proposed alterna¬
tive, producing Papaya Mango, to those of the other alternative uses of the machine. In this case,
the revenue less outlay costs for Papaya Mango is $100,000, for Original Peach is$60,000, and for
selling the machine is $50,000. Thus, the result of the incremental analysis shows that producing
Papaya Mango is $40,000 better than the next best alternative use of the machine.

Objective I

Use a differential analysis to

examine income effects across
alternatives and show that an
opportunity-cost analysis yields
identical results.

differential cost
The difference in total cost
between two alternatives.

differential revenue
The difference in total revenue
between two alternatives.

differential analysis
A decision process that
compares the differential rev¬
enues and costs of alternatives.

incremental analysis
An analysis of the incremental
(additional) costs and benefits of
a proposed alternative compared
with the current situation.

incremental costs
The additional costs or reduced
benefits generated by the
proposed alternative in compari¬
son with the current situation.

incremental benefits
The additional revenues or
reduced costs generated by
the proposed alternative
in comparison with the current
situation.

outlay cost
A cost that requires a future cash
disbursement.
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246 PART 1 • FOCUS ON DECISION MAKING

opportunity cost
For a resource that a company

already owns or that it has
already committed to purchase,
the maximum available benefit

forgone (or passed up) by using
such a resource for a particular

purpose.

If there are many alternative uses of the machine, incremental analysis can become
cumber-some. Insuch a case, Nantucket Nectars could use an alternative approach using oppor¬
tunity costs. Opportunity cost applies to a resource that a company already owns, so its use
requires no additional cash disbursement. We define opportunity cost as the maximum avail¬
able benefit forgone (or passed up) by using a resource a company already owns for a particular
purpose instead of using it in the best alternative use.

Inour example, there are only two alternative uses of the machine, selling it or using it to

produce extra Original Peach. Using the machine to produce Papaya Mango requires Nantucket
Nectars to forgo selling the machine for $50,000 and also to forgo using it for Original Peach
and generating $60,000 of benefit. The best alternative use is producing Original Peach, so the
opportunity cost of the machine is $60,000.

Using opportunity costs, we can compute the net financial benefit of producing Papaya
Mango:

Revenues $500,000

Costs:

Outlay costs 400,000

Financial benefit before opportunity costs $100,000

Opportunity cost of machine 60,000

Net financial benefit $ 40,000

Nantucket Nectars will gain $40,000 more financial benefit using the machine to make Papaya
Mango than it would gain using it for the next most profitable alternative. This is equivalent to

the result using incremental analysis.
To further illustrate this equivalence, consider Maria Morales, a certified public accountant

employed by a large accounting firm for a salary of $60,000 per year. She isconsidering an alterna¬
tive use of her time, her most valuable resource. The alternative is to start an independent account¬

ing practice. Maria's practice would have revenues of $200,000. This is $140,000 more than she
would make as an employee of the large firm. However, she would also have to pay $120,000 to

rent office space, lease equipment, buy advertising, and cover other out-of-pocket expenses.
An incremental analysis follows:

Assume Maria Opens Her Own Independent Practice

Incremental benefits, $200,000 — $60,000 of increased revenues $140,000

Incremental costs, $120,000 — $0 of additional costs 120,000

Incremental income effects per year $ 20,000

IfMaria opens her own practice, her income will be $20,000 higher than it is as an employee of
the large firm.

Now let's take an opportunity-cost approach. We will look at the alternative of operating
an independent practice, essentially comparing it to the alternative uses of Maria's time (which
in this case is simply the alternative of working for the large firm). To do this we must consider
another cost. Had Maria remained an employee, she would have made $60,000. By starting her
own company, Maria will forgo this profit. Thus, the $60,000 is an opportunity cost of starting
her own business:

Alternative Chosen:
Independent Practice

Revenue

Expenses

Outlay costs (operating expenses)

Opportunity cost of employee salary

Income effects per year

$120,000

60,000

$200,000

180,000

$ 20,000
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Consider the two preceding tabulations. Each produces the correct key difference
between alternatives, $20,000 per year. The first tabulation does not mention opportunity cost
because we measured the differential economic impacts—differential revenues and differential
costs—compared to the alternative. The second tabulation mentions opportunity cost because we
included the $60,000 annual net economic impact of the excluded alternative as a cost of the cho¬
sen alternative. If we had failed to recognize opportunity cost in the second tabulation, we would
have misstated the difference between the alternatives.

Why do we use opportunity costs when an incremental analysis produces the same result?
When there is only one resource and one alternative opportunity to use that resource, the incre¬
mental analysis is more straightforward. However, suppose you were analyzing a project that
uses five existing machines each with 10 alternative uses.An incremental analysis would require
comparing the project with 105 = 100,000 alternatives—every combination of alternative uses of
the five machines. Using opportunity costs allows you to simplify the analysis. You just assess
the 10 alternatives for each machine, pick the best one to use in determining each machine's
opportunity cost, and add the five opportunity costs to the outlay costs of the project. The oppor¬
tunity-cost approach is simpler than the incremental approach in such a situation.

This does not mean that estimating opportunity costs is easy. They depend on estimated rev¬
enues and costs for hypothetical alternatives—alternatives not taken. Furthermore, they depend
on the alternatives that are available at a particular point in time. The same alternatives may not
be available at a different time. For example, excess capacity in September does not mean that
there will also be excess capacity in October. Finally, there is little historical information—sale
or purchase prices—to help predict benefits for hypothetical alternatives.

We will next use the concepts in this section to analyze a variety of operational decisions.
Just as we focused on relevant costs for pricing decisions inChapter 5, we will focus on relevant
costs for operational decisions in this chapter.

Making Managerial Decisions

Suppose you are a warehouse manager at Mattel,
the toy company. Ace Hardware approaches
you asking to rent warehouse space for January-
April for storage of garden tools for the spring
sales season. What is the likely opportunity cost to

Mattel of the warehouse space? What if the request
were for September—November?

Answer
At a toy company, excess warehouse space is a
seasonal phenomenon. There is unlikely to be
excess space late in the year as the holiday season

approaches, but Mattel may have little use for the
space inJanuary—April. You might look for other
temporary alternatives, ones that use the space for
only a few months. If there are no such alternatives,
the opportunity cost is close to zero. If other
alternatives exist, the opportunity cost is the
benefit that Mattel would receive from the next best
alternative use. If the request came in September,
the opportunity cost would likely be high because
Mattel needs the space to accommodate its own toy
inventory for holiday sales.

Make-oiÿBuy Decisions
Managers often must decide whether to produce a product or service within the firm or purchase
it from an outside supplier. If they purchase products or services from an outside supplier, we
often call it outsourcing. Managers apply relevant-cost analysis to a variety of outsourcing
decisions such as the following:

• Boeing must decide whether to buy or make many of the tools used inassembling
787 airplanes.

• Wells Fargo must decide whether to operate its own call center or buy services from
a call center in India.

• Apple must decide whether to develop its own Internet search software for a new
computer or to buy it from a software vendor.

Objective 2

Decide whether to make or buy
certain parts or products.

outsourcing
Purchasing products or services
from an outside supplier.

The Business First box on page 248 describes outsourcing and its growing popularity.



An Example of Make or Buy: Outsourcing
Make-or-buy decisions (or outsourcing decisions) apply to

services as well as to products. Companies are increasingly
deciding to hire service firms to handle some of their internal
operations.Accordingto the Outsourcing Institute,outsourcing
is "the strategic use of outside resources to perform activities
traditionally handled by internal staff and resources."

Companies use outsourcing for many business pro¬
cesses within various value-chain functions. The most com¬
mon business functions outsourced are within the value-chain
functions of corporate support (e.g., administration, human
resources, finance, and IT) and marketing (e.g., sales and call
centers). Additionally, some companies outsource production
processes and even research and development activities. For
example, Eli Lilly has moved some of its chemistry lab work
to China and is conducting more clinical trial activities over¬
seas, primarily to reduce costs.

Although companies can outsource many processes, the
Internet has driven much of the recent growth in outsourcing
of computer applications. By the beginning of the twenty-first
century, many companies realized that the huge investments
necessitated by ERP systems may be unnecessary. They could
purchase the required services over the Internet without
investing in the systems' purchase and development costs. The
formerly expensive process of communication using service

providers had become essentially free via the Internet. A new
group of computing service providers—called application ser¬
vice providers (ASPs)—arose to provide outsourcing oppor¬
tunities for a variety of computing applications.

What are the key reasons for outsourcing? Over half of
the companies in Outsourcing Institute's annual survey said
they wanted to improve the company's focus and reduce

operating costs. According to Todd Kertley, manager of
's outsourcing services, "Corporations increasingly want

to focus on their core businesses, not technology." As the
complexity of data processing and especially networking has
grown, companies have found it harder and harder to keep
current with the technology. Instead of investing huge sums
in personnel and equipment and diverting attention from the
value-added activities of their own businesses, many firms
have found outsourcing financially attractive. Additionally,
many companies are discovering that outsourcing aids cor¬

porate growth, making better use of skilled labor, and even
job creation. Such "transformational outsourcing" exploits the
enormous gains in efficiency, productivity, and revenues that
accrue to firms from leveraging offshore talent.

The big stumbling block to outsourcing has been subjec¬
tive factors, such as control. To make outsourcing attractive,

the services must be reliable, be available when needed, and
be flexible enough to adapt to changing conditions. Companies
that have successful outsourcing arrangements have been
careful to include the subjective factors in their decisions.

Outsourcing has become common—more than 75% of
Fortune500 companies outsource someaspect oftheir business
support services. The McKinsey Global Institute estimates
that companies have shifted abroad more than $18 billion
in global IT work and over $1 I billion in business process
services.

Sources: Adapted from T. Kearney. "Why Outsourcing Is In," Strategic Finance,

January 2000, pp. 34-38; J. Hechinger, "IBM to Take Over Operations of Auto-
Parts Maker Visteon," Wall Street Journal, February 12, 2003; P. Engardio, M.
Arndt, and D. Foust, "The Future of Outsourcing," Business Week, January 30,

2006; and the Outsourcing Institute (www.outsourcing.com).

Basic Make-or-Buy Decisions and Idle Facilities
A basic make-or-buy question is whether a company should make its own parts that itwill use in
its final products or buy the parts from vendors. Sometimes the answer to this question is based
on qualitative factors. For example, some manufacturers always make parts because they want

to control quality. Alternatively, some companies always purchase parts to protect long-run rela¬
tionships with their suppliers. These companies may deliberately buy from vendors even during
slack times to avoid difficulties in obtaining needed parts during boom times when there may be
shortages of materials and workers, but no shortage of sales orders.

What quantitative factors are relevant to the decision of whether to make or buy?The answer,
again, depends on the situation. A key factor is whether there are idle facilities. Many companies
make parts when they cannot use their facilities to better advantage.

Assume that Nantucket Nectars reports the following costs:

Nantucket Nectars Company Cost of Making 12-Ounce Glass Bottles

Total Cost for
1,000,000 Bottles

Cost per
Bottle

Direct materials $ 60,000 $.06

Direct labor 20,000 .02

Variable factory overhead 40,000 .04

Fixed factory overhead 80,000 .08

Total costs $200,000 $.20

248
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Another manufacturer offers to sell Nantucket Nectars the bottles for $.18. Should Nantucket
Nectars make or buy the bottles?

Although the $.20/unit in-house cost seemingly indicates that the company should buy, the
answer may be more complicated. The essential question is "What is the difference in expected
future costs between the alternatives?" Suppose the $.08 fixed overhead per bottle consists of
costs that will continue regardless of the decision, such as depreciation, property taxes, insur¬
ance, and foreman salaries for the plant. In that case, the entire $.08 becomes irrelevant.

Are the fixed costs always irrelevant? No. Suppose instead Nantucket Nectars will eliminate
$50,000 of the fixed costs if the company buys the bottles instead of making them. For example,
the company may be able to release a supervisor with a $50,000 salary. In that case, the fixed
costs that the company will be able to avoid in the future are relevant.

For the moment, suppose the capacity now used to makebottles will become idle if the com¬
pany purchases the bottles. Further, the $50,000 supervisor's salary is the only fixed cost that the
company would eliminate. The relevant computations follow:

Make Buy

Total Per Bottle Total Per Bottle

Purchase cost $180,000 $.18

Direct materials $ 60,000 $.06

Direct labor 20,000 .02

Variable factory overhead 40,000 .04

Fixed factory overhead that can be avoided
by not making (supervisor's salary) 50,000* .05*

Total relevant costs $170,000 176.58.<$47 $180,000 $.18

Difference in favor of making $ 10,000 $.01

*Note that unavoidable fixed costs of $80,000 — $50,000 =$30,000 are irrelevant. Thus, the irrelevant costs per unit
are $.08 -$.05 =$.03.

The key to optimal make-or-buy decisions is identifying and accurately measuring the addi¬
tional costs for making (or the costs avoided by buying) a part or component. Companies with
accurate cost accounting systems, such as ABC systems discussed in Chapter 4, are in a better
position to perform make-or-buy analysis.

Make or Buy and the Use of Facilities
Make-or-buy decisions are rarely as simple as the one in our Nantucket Nectars example. As we
said earlier, the use of facilities is a key to the make-or-buy decision. For simplicity, we assumed
that the Nantucket Nectars facilities would remain idle if the company chose to buy the bottles.
This implies the opportunity cost of the facilities is zero. In most cases, it is not optimal for
companies to leave their facilities idle. Instead, they will often put idle facilities to some other
use, and we must consider the financial outcomes of these uses when choosing to make or buy.
The value received from the best of these alternative uses is an opportunity cost for the internal
production of the parts or components.

Suppose Nantucket Nectars can use the released facilities in our example in some other
manufacturing activity that generates additional contribution margin of $55,000, or can rent

them out for $25,000. We now have four alternatives to consider. The following table is an incre-
mental analysis that summarizes all the costs and revenues that differ among the four alternatives
(amounts are in thousands):

Buy and Buy and Buy and Use
Leave Rent Out Facilities for

Make Facilities Idle Facilities Other Products

Rent revenue $_ $ _ $ 25 $_
Additional contribution margin
from other products _ — - 55

Relevant cost of bottles (170) (180) (180) (180)

Net relevant costs $(170) $(180) $(155) $(125)
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The final column indicates that buying the bottles and using the vacated facilities for the
productionof other products would yield the lowest net costs inthis case, $170,000 — $125,000=
$45,000 less than the cost of making the bottles.

Alternatively, we can analyze this choice using opportunity costs. The opportunity cost of
the facilities is $55,000 because that is the maximum benefit Nantucket Nectars could get if it
did not use the facilities to make bottles. Add that to the outlay cost, and the total cost of making
the bottles is $225,000. This is $45,000 higher than the $180,000 cost of purchasing the bottles.

Making Managerial Decisions
Suppose a company uses its facilities, on average, 80% of the
time. However, because of seasonal changes in the demand
for its product, the actual demand for the facilities varies from
60% in the off-season to over 100% in the peak season when it
must outsource production of some parts. Under what circum¬
stances would the company choose to take on work for other
companies during the off-season? Why might it continue to

outsource production of parts during the peak season—that is,
why would the company choose not to expand its capacity?

Answer
During the off-season, the company would decide to take on
work for other manufacturers (on a subcontract) if it is profit¬
able. Such work may not be profitable enough to cover the cost

of expanding the capacity of the facilities. The company will
use facilities for these orders only when the opportunity cost
of using the facilities is close to zero, that is,when there are
no other more profitable uses for them. Incontrast, during the
peak season, the company meets the high volume by outsourc¬

ing the production of some parts.Again, the cost of purchased
parts may be higher than the cost to make them in the com¬
pany's own facilities if there were idle capacity, but purchasing
the parts is less costly than expanding the facilities to produce
them. Additionally, a company may increase production above
demand (but below capacity) in the off-season in order to build
inventory for the busy season.

Summary Problem forYour Review
PROBLEM
Exhibit 6-1 contains data for the Block Company for the year just ended. The company makes
industrial power drills. Exhibit 6-1 shows the costs of the plastic housing separately from the
costs of the electrical and mechanical components. Answer each of the following questions
independently. (Requirement 1reviews Chapter 5.)

A B a + B

Electrical and
Mechanical

Components*
Plastic

Housing
Industrial

Drills

Sales: 100,000 units, at $100 $10,000,000

Variable costs

Direct materials $4,400,000 $ 500,000 $ 4,900,000

Direct labor 400,000 300,000 700,000

Variable factory overhead 100,000 200,000 300,000

Other variable costs 100,000 — 100,000

Sales commissions, at 10% of sales 1,000,000 — 1,000,000

Total variable costs $6,000,000 $1,000,000 $ 7,000,000

Contribution margin $ 3,000,000

Total fixed costs $2,220,000 $ 480,000 2,700,000

Operating income $ 300,000

'Not including the costs of plastic housing (column B).

Exhibit 6-1
Block Company Cost of Industrial Drills
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1. During the year, a prospective customer in an unrelated market offered $82,000 for
1,000 drills. The drills would be manufactured inaddition to the 100,000 units sold.
Block Company would pay the regular sales commission rate on the 1,000 drills. The
president rejected the order because "it was below our costs of $97 per unit." What
would operating income have been if Block Company had accepted the order?

2. A supplier offered to manufacture the year's supply of 100,000 plastic housings for
$12.00 each. What would be the effect on operating income if the Block Company
purchased rather than made the housings? Assume that Block Company would avoid
$350,000 of the fixed costs assigned to housings if it purchases the housings.

3. Suppose that Block Company could purchase the housings for $13.00 each and use the
vacated space for the manufacture of a deluxe version of its drill. Assume that it could
make 20,000 deluxe units (and sell them for $130 each in addition to the sales of the
100,000 regular units) at a unit variable cost of $90, exclusive of housings and exclusive
of the 10% sales commission. The company could also purchase the 20,000 extra plastic
housings for $13.00 each. All the fixed costs pertaining to the plastic housings would
continue because these costs relate primarily to the manufacturing facilities used. What
would operating income have been if Block had bought the housings and made and sold
the deluxe units?

SOLUTION

1. The costs of filling the special order follow:

Direct materials $49,000

Direct labor 7,000

Variable factory overhead 3,000

Other variable costs 1,000

Sales commission at 10% of $82,000 8,200

Total variable costs $68,200

Selling price 82,000

Contribution margin $13,800

Operating income would have been $300,000 +$13,800 =$313,800 if Block Company
had accepted the order. Ina sense, the decision to reject the offer implies that the Block
Company is willing to forego $13,800 in immediate gains (an opportunity cost) inorder
to preserve the long-run selling price structure.

2. Assuming that Block Company could have avoided $350,000 of the fixed costs by not
making the housings and that the other fixed costs would have continued, we can sum¬
marize the incremental costs and benefits of buying the housings compared with making
them as follows:

Incremental cost (Purchase cost of 100,000 X $12) $1,200,000

Incrementalbenefits:

Variable costs $1,000,000

Avoidable fixed costs 350,000

Net incremental benefit $ 150,000

If the facilities used for plastic housings became idle, the Block Company would prefer
to buy the housings. Operating income would increase by $150,000.
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3. The effect of purchasing the plastic housings and using the vacated facilities for the
manufacture of a deluxe version of its drill follows:

Incremental Benefit:

Sales increase, 20,000 units, at $130 $2,600,000

Variable costs exclusive of housings increase,
20,000 units, at $90 $1,800,000

Plus: sales commission, 10% of $2,600,000 260,000 $2,060,000

Contribution margin on 20,000 units $ 540,000

Incremental Cost:

Housings: 120,000 rather than 100,000would be
needed; buy 120,000 at $13 $1,560,000

Versus make 100,000 at $10 (only the variable
costs are relevant) 1,000,000

Incremental cost of outside purchase 560,000

Fixed costs, unchanged —
Net incremental cost to buying $ 20,000

Operating income would decline to $300,000 — $20,000 =$280,000. The deluxe units
bring in a contribution margin of $540,000, but the additional costs of buying rather
than making housings is $560,000, leading to a net disadvantage of $20,000.

:tive 3

; whether to add or delete
jet line using relevant

Deletion or Addition of Products,Services,
or Departments
Relevant information also plays an important role indecisions about adding or deleting products,
services, or departments.

Avoidable and Unavoidable Costs
Often, existing businesses consider expanding or contracting their operations to improve profit¬
ability. Decisions to add or to drop products, or to add or drop departments use the same analysis:
examining all the relevant costs and revenues. For example, consider a store that has three major
departments: groceries, general merchandise, and drugs. Management is considering dropping
the grocery department, which has consistently shown an operating loss. The following table
reports the store's annual operating income (in thousands of dollars):

Departments

Total Groceries
General

Merchandise Drugs

Sales

Variable cost of goods sold and expenses*

Contribution margin

Fixed expenses (salaries, depreciation,
insurance, property taxes, and so on):

Avoidable

Unavoidable

Total fixed expenses

Operating income (loss)

$1,900

1,420

$ 480(25%)

265

180

445

35

$1,000

800

$ 200(20%)

150

60

210

_Q0)

560

$240 (30%)

$100

100

$200

$ 40

$100

60

$ 40 (40%)

$ 15

20

$ 35

$ 5

*Examples of variable expenses include product, paper shopping bags, and sales commissions.
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Notice that we have divided the fixed expenses into two categories, avoidable and
unavoidable. Avoidable costs—costs that will not continue if an ongoing operation is changed
or deleted—are relevant. In our example, avoidable costs include department salaries and other
costs that the store could eliminate by not operating the specific department. Unavoidable
costs—costs that continue even if a company discontinues an operation—are not relevant in our
example because a decision to delete the department does not affect them. Unavoidable costs

include many common costs, which are those costs of facilities and services that are shared
by users. For example, store depreciation, heating, air conditioning, and general management
expenses are costs of shared resources used by all departments. For our example, assume first
that we will consider only two alternatives, dropping or continuing the grocery department,
which shows a loss of $10,000. Assume further that the decision will not affect the total assets

invested in the store. The vacated space would be idle, and the unavoidable costs would continue.
Which alternative would you recommend?An analysis (in thousands of dollars) follows:

Store as a Whole

Total Before Effect of Dropping Total After Change
Income Statements Change (a) Groceries (b) (a) — (b)

Sales

Variable expenses

Contribution margin

Avoidable fixed expenses

Profit contribution to common space
and other unavoidable costs

Common space and other
unavoidable costs

Operating income (loss)

The preceding analysis shows that operating income would be worse, rather than better,
if the store drops the groceries department and leaves the vacated facilities idle. In short, gro¬
ceries bring in a contribution margin of $200,000, which is $50,000 more than the $150,000
fixed expenses the store would save by closing the grocery department. The grocery department
showed a loss in the first income statement because of the unavoidable fixed costs charged (allo¬
cated) to it, and these costs will not be eliminated when the grocery department is dropped.

Most companies do not like having space left idle, so perhaps the preceding example was a bit
too basic. Assume now that the store could use the space made available by dropping the groceries
department to expand the general merchandise department. The space would be occupied by mer¬
chandise that would increase sales by $500,000, generate a 30% contribution-margin percentage,
and have additional (avoidable) fixed costs of $70,000. The $80,000 increase in operating income
of general merchandise more than offsets the $50,000 decline from eliminating groceries,providing
an overall increase inoperating incomeof $65,000 — $35,000 =$30,000. The analysis is as follows:

Effects of Changes

Total Drop Expand Total After
Before Groceries General Changes

Change (a) (b) Merchandise (c) (a) - (b) + (c)

(in thousands of dollars)

Sales $1,900 $1,000 $500 $1,400

Variable expenses 1,420 800 350 970

Contribution margin $ 480 $ 200 $150 $ 430

Avoidable fixed expenses 265 150 70 185

Contribution to common space and other unavoidable costs $ 215 $ 50 $ 80 $ 245

Common space and other unavoidable costs* 180 — — 180

Operating income $ 35 $ 50 $80 $ 65

avoidable costs
Costs that will not continue if an
ongoing operation is changed or
deleted.

unavoidable costs
Costs that will continue even
if a company discontinues an
operation.

common costs
Those costs of facilities and
services that are shared by users.

$1,900 $1,000 $900

1,420 _800 620

$ 480 $ 200 $280

265 _150 115

$ 215 $50 $ 165

180 _— 180

$ 35 $ 50 $ (15)

*Includes the $60,000 of former grocery fixed costs, which were allocations of unavoidable commoncosts that will continue regardless of how the space is occupied.
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This example illustrates that relevant costs are not always variable. The key to decision
making is not relying on a hard and fast rule about what to include and what to ignore. Rather,
you need to analyze all pertinent costs and revenues to determine what is and what is not relevant
in the specific context. Inthis case, the relevant costs included the avoidable fixed costs.

It is also important to remember that nonfinancial informationcan influence decisions to add
or delete products or departments. For example, when deciding to delete a product or to close a
plant, there are ethical considerations. What happens to the employees in the area being discon¬
tinued? What about customers who might be relying on customer support in the future? What
about the community in which a discontinued operation is located? Although the nonfinancial
impacts of such considerations are hard to determine, they must be considered. This may be a
situation where good ethics is good business, as a stable, committed workforce and a supportive
community can be important assets to a company. Additionally, negative impacts on employees,
customers, or communities could create future financial problems for the company that are much
larger than short-term cost savings from discontinuing a product or plant.

Making Managerial Decisions

When managers face a decision about whether to add or delete
a product, service, or department, it is useful to classify the
associated fixed costs as avoidable or unavoidable. Indicate
whether the following fixed costs are typically avoidable
or unavoidable if a company deletes a product.Assume the
company produces many products in a single plant.
1. Advertising costs for the product. The company places

specific ads just for this product.
2. Salary of the plant manager.
3. Rent for the plant building.

4. Insurance costs on equipment used to produce the product.
The company will sell the equipment if itdiscontinues the
product.

Answer
Numbers 1 and 4 are avoidable fixed costs. The company is
unlikely to change the salary of the plant manager if it discon¬
tinues only one product. Thus, it is unavoidable. The same is
true for the plant rent. Hence, it is also an unavoidable cost.

Objective 4

Compute the optimal product mix
when production is constrained by
a scarce resource.

limiting factor
(scarce resource)

The item that restricts or
constrains the production or
sale of a product or service.

Optimal Use of Limited Resources:
Product-Mix Decisions
Suppose a plant makes more than one product and isoperating at capacity. Ifdemand for its prod¬
ucts exceeds the amount the company can produce, managers must decide on the product mix to
produce. The product-mix decision requires a focus on each product's contribution margin and
its use of capacity. Managers should emphasize the product that makes the largest contribution
per unit of the limiting factor. A limiting factor or scarce resource restricts or constrains the
production or sale of a product or service. Examples of limiting factors include labor hours and
machine hours that limit production (and hence sales) in manufacturing firms, and square feet of
floor space or cubic meters of display space that limit sales in department stores.

Managers must use the contribution margin technique wisely. They sometimes mistakenly
favor those products with the biggest contribution margin or gross margin per unit or per sales
dollar, without regard to scarce resources. This could lead to an incorrect product-mix decision.

Consider two different athletic shoes produced by Nike, the Air Court tennis shoe and the
Air Max running shoe.Assume that one factory is the only facility that produces these shoes, and
Nike managers must decide how many shoes of each type to produce. Suppose machine time is
the measure of capacity in this factory, and there is a maximumof 10,000 hours of machine time.
The factory can produce 10 pairs of Air Court shoes or 5 pairs of Air Max shoes in 1 hour of
machine time. Unit data follow:

Air Court Air Max

Selling price per pair $80 $120

Variable costs perpair 60 84

Contribution margin per pair $20 $ 36

Contribution margin ratio _25% 30%
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Which is more profitable, the Air Court or Air Max? On which should Nike spend
its resources? The correct answer is "It depends." Suppose the factory has excess capacity
of 1,000 hours of machine time. Now a sports retailer approaches Nike and wants it to fill a
special order for 1,000 pairs of shoes of either type. Which shoe would be most profitable to

fill this order, the Air Court or the Air Max? Since there would still be an excess capacity of
machine hours after filling the special order with either shoe, it would be better to produce
and sell an Air Max pair contributing $36 than an Air Court pair contributing $20. In this
case, Air Max shoes generate more profit per pair. Thus, if the limiting factor is demand—

that is, pairs of shoes that Nike can sell—the more profitable product is the one with the
higher contribution per unit.

Now suppose the demand for either shoe would exceed the factory's capacity. Production
capacity is now the limiting factor because there is only one factory in which to make either the
Air Max or the Air Court. In this case, the Air Court shoe is more profitable. Why? Because it
generates $2,000,000 of contribution margin from the capacity that is available compared to

$1,800,000 for Air Max:

Air Court Air Max

1.Pairs of shoes from 10,000 hours 100,000 50,000

2. Contribution margin per pair $ 20 $ 36

3.Contribution margin from 10,000hours of capacity, (1) X ( (2) $2,000,000 $1,800,000

Contribution margin per machine hour, (3) -s- 10,000 $ 200 $ 180

Each machine hour used to produce Air Court shoes generates $200 of contribution, while an
hour used to produce Air Max shoes generates only $180.6731

Now suppose that neither shoe alone has enough demand to fill the entire capacity, but the
combined demand will more than fill the capacity. What our analysis tells us is the Air Court shoe
is a better use of the production capacity than the Air Max shoe. Nike would want to make sure
there are as many pairs of Air Court shoes available as customers demand, and only after satis¬
fying this demand is it worth producingAir Max shoes using the remaining available capacity.

This analysis depends on the relative use of capacity by the two products. Suppose the
factory can produce seven instead of five Air Max shoes per hour of machine time. With this
change in assumptions, the Air Max becomes the more profitable use of the capacity. It would
have a $252 contribution for each machine hour compared with Air Court's $200.

Air Court Air Max

Contribution from
10,000 machine hours 10,000X 10X $20 =$2,000,000 10,000X 7 X $36 = $2,520,000

Contribution per
machine hour $2,000,000 -r 10,000= $200 $2,520,000 -s- 10,000= $252

Air Max shoes have more contribution per unit of capacity—per hour or per 10,000 hours. Note that
each of these financial measures shows that Air Max shoes are 26% more profitable than the Air
Court. That is, ($252-$200) -$200=26%, and ($2,520,000-$2,000,000)-$2,000,000=26%.

This issue of optimizing the use of scarce resources is important in non-manufacturing
companies as well. In retail stores, the limiting resource is often floor space. In such cases,
companies focus either on products taking up less space or on using the space for shorter peri¬
ods of time—greater inventory turnover (number of times the average inventory is sold per
year). However, the product that is most profitable when one particular factor limits sales may
be the least profitable if a different factor restricts sales. Consider an example of two department
stores. The contribution margin percentage (contribution margin -f- selling price) is an insuf¬
ficient clue to profitability because, as we said, profits depend on the space occupied and the
inventory turnover. Discount department stores, such as Wal-Mart, Target, and Kmart, have
succeeded in using lower contribution margins (i.e., lower markups) than traditional department
stores because they have been able to increase turnover and, thus, increase the contribution per
unit of space. Exhibit 6-2 illustrates the same product, taking up the same amount of space, in
each of two stores. The contribution margins per unit and per sales dollar are less in the discount

inventory turnover
The number of times the average
inventory is sold per year.
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Exhibit 6-2
Effect of Inventory
Turnover on Profit

Retail price

Cost of merchandise and other variable costs

Contribution to profit per unit

Units sold per year

Total contribution to profit, assuming the same
space allotment in both stores

Regular
Department

Store

4.00

3.00

$ 1.00 (25%)

10,000

$10,000

Discount
Department Store

$ 3.50

3.00

$ .50(14%)

22,000

$11,000

store, but faster turnover makes the same product a more profitable use of space in the dis¬
count store. In general, retail companies seek faster inventory turnover. A survey of retail shoe
stores showed that those with above-average financial performance had an inventory turnover of
2.6 times per year compared to an industry average of 2.0.

Objective 5

Decide whether to process a joint
product beyond the split-off point.

joint products
Two or more manufactured

products that (1) have relatively
significant sales values and

(2) are not separately identifiable
as individual products until their

split-off point.

split-off point
The juncture of manufacturing

where the joint products become
individually identifiable.

separable costs
Any cost beyond the split-off

point.

joint costs
The costs of manufacturing

joint products prior to the
split-off point.

Joint Product Costs:Sell or Process Further Decisions
We now examine another operating decision for which relevant costs are important—decisions
about whether to sell a product as is or to further process it. Inthis section, we will examine how
joint product costs affect such decisions.

Consider ConAgra, which produces meat products with brand names such as Swift,
Armour, and Butterball. ConAgra cannot kill a sirloin steak; it has to purchase and slaughter a
steer, which supplies various cuts of dressed meat, hides, and trimmings. So how does ConAgra
determine the proper allocation of the purchase cost paid for the steer to the various meat prod¬
ucts and other products produced from a steer? When two or more manufactured products
(1) have relatively significant sales values and (2) are not separately identifiable as individual
products until their split-off point, we call them joint products. The split-off point is that junc¬
ture of manufacturing where the joint products become individually identifiable. Any costs

beyond that stage are separable costs because they are not part of the joint process and the
accounting system can exclusively identify them with individual products. We call the costs of
manufacturing joint products prior to the split-off point joint costs. Further examples of joint

products include chemicals, lumber, flour, and the products of petroleum refining.
To illustrate joint costs, suppose Dow Chemical Company produces two chemical prod¬

ucts, X and Y, as a result of a particular joint process. The joint processing cost is $ 100,000. This
includes raw material costs and the cost of processingbefore the joint products X andY reach the
split-off point. At the split-off point, Dow can sell X and Y to the petroleum industry, which uses
them as ingredients for gasoline. The relationships follow:

Joint Processing Cost, $100,000

1,000,000 Liters of X
at Selling Price of $.09 $ 90,000

Split-Off ///
Point

500,000 Liters of Y
at Selling Price of $.06 $ 30,000

Total Sales Value
at Split Off $120,000
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Alternatively, Dow can further process Y into a different product, YA, that it sells to the
plastics industry as an ingredient for plastic sheeting. Let's see how Dow's managers develop
relevant information to help them decide whether to sell joint products X and Y at the split-off
point or to further process Y intoYA.

Sell or Process Further
Suppose Dow canfurther process the 500,000 liters ofY intoYA, but the additional processingcost

would be $.08 per liter for manufacturing and distribution, a total of $40,000 for 500,000 liters.
The net sales price of YA would be $.16 per liter, a total of $80,000.

Dow cannot process product X further andwill sell it at the split-off point,but management is
undecidedabout productY. Should the company sellY at the split-off point,or should itprocessY
into YA? To answer this question, we need to find the relevant items involved. Consider first
the joint costs—those before the split-off point. They are past costs that cannot affect anything
beyond the split-off point. They violate both attributes of relevancy; they are neither future costs

nor differential across alternatives. Therefore they are irrelevant to the question of whether to sell
or process further. Relevance requires that the analysis focus on the separable costs and revenues
beyond split-off, as shown in Exhibit 6-3.

This analysis shows that it would be $10,000 more profitable to further process Y into YA
than to sell Y at split-off. The rule is to extend processing on ajoint product only if the additional
revenue exceeds the additional costs.

Exhibit 6-4 illustrates another way to compare the alternatives of (1) selling Y at the split-
off point and (2) processing Y into YA. It includes the joint costs, which are the same for each
alternative and, therefore, do not affect the difference.

Becausejoint costs would not affect the decision (as Exhibit 6-4 demonstrates), we have not

allocated the joint costs to products. However, no matter how we might allocate them, the total
income effects for the firm would not change. We provide additional coverage of the allocation
of joint costs and inventory valuation in Chapter 12.

Sell at Process Further
Split-Off as Y and Sell as YA Difference

Revenues $30,000 $80,000 $50,000

Separable costs beyond
split-off at $.08 40,000 40,000

Income effects $30,000 $40,000 $10,000

Exhibit 6-3
Illustration of Sell or Process Further

(1) Alternative One (2) Alternative Two (3)

Differential
X Y Total X YA Total Effects

Revenues $90,000 $30,000 $120,000 $90,000 $80,000 $170,000 $50,000

Joint costs $100,000 $100,000 —
Separable costs — 40,000 40,000 40,000

Total costs $100,000 $140,000 $40,000

Income effects $ 20,000 $ 30,000 $10,000

Exhibit 6-4
Sell or Process Further Analysis—Firm as a Whole
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Objective 6

Decide whether to keep or replace
equipment.

depreciation
The periodic cost of equipment

that a company spreads over the
future periods inwhich the com¬

pany will use the equipment.

book value
(net book value)

The original cost of equipment
less accumulated depreciation.

accumulated depreciation
The sum of all depreciation

charged to past periods.

Keeping or Replacing Equipment
We next examine another common decision in business, the replacement of old equipment.
One important aspect of such a situation is that the book value of the old equipment is not

a relevant consideration in deciding whether to purchase a replacement. Why? Because it is
a past cost, not a future cost. When a company purchases equipment, it spreads the cost via
depreciation expense over the future periods in which it will use the equipment. The equip¬
ment's book value, or net book value, is the original cost less accumulated depreciation.
Accumulated depreciation is the sum of all depreciation charged to past periods. For exam¬
ple, suppose a $10,000 machine with a 10-year life span has depreciation of $1,000 per year.
At the end of 6 years, accumulated depreciation is 6 X $1,000= $6,000, and the book value is
$10,000 -$6,000 = $4,000.

Consider the following data for a decision about whether to replace an old machine:

Old Machine
Replacement

Machine

Original cost

Useful life inyears

Current age in years

Useful life remaining in years

Accumulated depreciation

Book value

Disposal value (in cash) now

Disposal value in4 years

Annual cash operating costs (maintenance,
power, repairs, coolants, and so on)

$10,000

10

6

4

$ 6,000

$ 4,000

$ 2,500

0

$ 5,000

$8,000

4

0

4

0

Not acquired yet

Not acquired yet

0

$3,000

sunk cost
A historical or past cost, that

is, a cost that the company has
already incurred and, therefore,

is irrelevant to the decision¬
making process.

Let's prepare a comparative analysis of the two alternatives. Before proceeding, consider
some important concepts. The most widely misunderstood facet of replacing equipment is
the role of the book value of the old equipment in the decision. We often call the book value
a sunk cost, which is really just another term for historical or past cost, a cost that the com¬
pany has already incurred and, therefore, is irrelevant to the decision-making process. Nothing
can change what has already happened. The Business First box on page 259 illustrates this
concept.

The irrelevance of past costs for decisions does not mean that knowledge of past costs is
useless. Often managers use past costs to help predict future costs. In addition, past costs affect
future payments for income taxes (as explained in Chapter 11). However, the past cost itself is
not relevant. The only relevant cost is the predicted future cost.

Indeciding whether to replace or keep existing equipment, we must consider the relevance
of four commonly encountered items:

1. Book value of old equipment: irrelevant because it is a past (historical) cost. Therefore,
depreciation on old equipment is also irrelevant.

2. Disposal value of old equipment: relevant because it is an expected future inflow that
usually differs across alternatives.

3. Gain or loss on disposal: This is the difference between book value and disposal value.
It is therefore a meaningless combination of irrelevant and relevant items. The
combination form, loss (or gain) on disposal, blurs the distinction between the irrelevant
book value and the relevant disposal value. Consequently, it is best to think of
each separately.

4. Cost of new equipment: relevant because it is an expected future outflow that will differ
across alternatives. Therefore, the initial cost of new equipment (or its allocation in
subsequent depreciation charges) is relevant.



Sunk Costs and Government Contracts
It is easy to agree that—in theory—managers should ignore
sunk costs when making decisions. But in practice, sunk costs

often influence important decisions, especially when a decision
maker doesn't want to admit that a previous decision to invest
funds was a bad decision.

Consider the governmental claims made during the
famous Congressional debates regarding the termination of
funding for the military's B-2 aircraft. As documented in the
St. Louis Post Dispatch, Larry O. Welch, the air force chief of
staff, claimed "the B-2 already is into production; cancel it and
the $17 billion front end investment is lost." And Les Aspin,
chairman of the House Armed Services Committee, stated
"with $17 billion already invested in it, the B-2 is too costly
to cancel."

The $17 billion already invested in the B-2 is a sunk cost.

What matters are the future incremental costs and benefits—
the costs necessary to complete production compared to the
value of the completed B-2s. We want to avoid throwing good

money after bad—that is, if the value of the B-2 is not at least
equal to the future investment in it, Congress should cancel
funding regardless of the amount previously spent.

Failure to ignore sunk costs is not unique to the
U.S.government.More than a decade ago, Motorola made criti¬
cal decisions to ignore digital technology, and insisted that analog
communications, in which it was heavily invested,was the wave of
the future. Despite intense demands from wireless providers for
digital cell phones, Motorola refused to even consider switching
from analog to digital technology. It refused to acknowledge that
its analog investments were a sunk cost. Motorola completely
lost its dominance in the cell phone market,with its U.S. market
share falling from 60% to 13% within 3 years.

Sources:Adapted from J. Berg,J. Dickhaut, and C. Kanodia,"The Role of Private
Information in the Sunk Cost Phenomenon," unpublished paper, November 12,

l99l;andW.Y. Davis,"Return the 'Sunk Costs are Sunk' Concept to Principles
of Economics Textbooks," Journal of Business and Economic Research,Volume 3,

Number 6, 2005.

Exhibit 6-5 shows the relevance of these items inour example. Book value of old equipment
is irrelevant regardless of the decision-making technique we use. The "difference" column in
Exhibit 6-5 shows that the $4,000 book value of the old equipment does not differ between alter¬
natives. We should completely ignore it for decision-making purposes. The difference is merely
one of timing. The amount written off is still $4,000, regardless of any available alternative.
The $4,000 appears on the income statement either as a $4,000 deduction from the $2,500 cash
proceeds received to obtain a $1,500 loss on disposal in the first year or as $1,000 of
depreciation in each of 4 years. But how it appears is irrelevant to the replacement decision.
In contrast, the $2,000 annual depreciation on the new equipment is relevant because the total
$8,000 depreciation is a future cost that we can avoid by not replacing the equipment. The three
relevant items—operating costs, disposal value, and acquisition cost—give replacement a net

advantage of $2,500.

Four Years Together

Keep Replace Difference
Cash operating costs
Old equipment (book value)

Periodic write-off as depreciation
or

Lump-sum write-off
Disposal value
New machine

Acquisition cost

$20,000 $12,000

4,000 —

$8,000

4,000*
— -2,500*

8,000t

2,500

-8,000
Total costs $24,000 $21,500 $2,500

The advantage of replacement is $2,500 for the 4 years together.
*ln a formal income statement, these two items would be combined as "loss on disposal" of $4,000 - $2,500 = $1,500.
t In a formal income statement, written off as straight-line depreciation of $8,000 -s- 4 = $2,000 for each of 4 years.

Exhibit 6-5
Cost Comparison—Replacement of Equipment Including Relevant and Irrelevant Items

259
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Making Managerial Decisions

It is sometimes difficult to accept the proposition that past or
sunk costs are irrelevant to decisions. Consider the ticket you
have to a major football game inDecember. After getting the
ticket, you learn that the game will be on TV, and you really
prefer to watch the game in the comfort of your warm home.
Does your decision about attending the game or watching it
on TV depend on whether you were given the ticket for free or
you paid $80 for it? What does this tell you about a manager's
decision to replace a piece of equipment?

Answer
The amount paid, whether it be $0, $80, or $1,000, should
make no difference to the decision.You have the ticket, and
you have paid for it.That cannot be changed. Ifyou really
prefer to watch the game on TV, it may have been a bad

decision to pay $80 for a ticket. But you cannot erase that bad
decision. All you can do is choose the future action that has
the most value to you. You should not suffer through a less
pleasant experience just because you paid $80 for the ticket.
Although the price you paid for the ticket is irrelevant, the
price you could sell the ticket for now is relevant—this price is
the opportunity cost of using the ticket yourself.

A manager must make the same analysis regarding the
replacement of equipment. What the company spent for the
old equipment is irrelevant. Keeping equipment that is no
longer economical is just like using a ticket for an event that
you would rather not attend. Additionally, the disposal value of
the old equipment is relevant—this is the opportunity cost of
keeping the equipment, corresponding to the opportunity cost
of using the ticket rather than selling it to another fan.

Summary Problem forYour Review
PROBLEM
Exhibit 6-5 looks beyond 1year. Examining the alternatives over the equipment's entire life
ensures that peculiar nonrecurring items, such as loss on disposal, will not obstruct the long-
run view vital to many managerial decisions. However,Exhibit 6-5 presents both relevant and
irrelevant items. Prepare an analysis that concentrates on relevant items only.

SOLUTION
Exhibit 6-6 presents the analysis with relevant items only—the cash operating costs, the disposal
value of the old equipment, and the acquisition cost of the new equipment. To demonstrate that
the amount of the old equipment's book value will not affect the answer, suppose the book value
of the old equipment is $500,000 rather than $4,000. Your final answer will not change. The
cumulative advantage of replacement is still $2,500. (If you are in doubt, rework this example,
using $500,000 as the book value.)

Four Years Together

Keep Replace Difference
Cash operating costs $20,000 $12,000 $8,000
Disposal value of old machine — -2,500 2,500
New machine, acquisition cost — 8,000 -8,000
Total relevant costs $20,000 $17,500 $2,500

Exhibit 6-6
Cost Comparison—Replacement of Equipment, Relevant Items Only

Identify Irrelevant or Misspecified Costs
The ability to recognize irrelevant or misspecified costs is sometimes just as important to deci-

, . Tÿ7. , . , sion makers as identifying relevant costs. How do we know that past costs, although sometimes
Identify irrelevant and rr ÿ ÿ ÿ ,
misspecified costs good predictors of future costs, are irrelevant in decision making? Let s consider such past costs

as obsolete inventory and see why they are irrelevant to decisions.
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Suppose General Dynamics has 100 obsolete aircraft parts in its inventory. The original
manufacturing cost of these parts was $100,000. General Dynamics can (1) re-machine the parts
for $30,000 and then sell them for $50,000 or (2) sell them as scrap for $5,000. Which should
it do? This is an unfortunate situation, yet the $100,000 past cost is irrelevant to the decision to

re-machine or scrap. The only relevant factors are the expected future revenues and costs:

Re-machine Scrap Difference

Expected future revenue $ 50,000 $ 5,000 $45,000

Expected future costs 30,000 — 30,000

Relevant excess of revenue over costs $ 20,000 $ 5,000 $15,000

Accumulated historical inventory cost* 100,000 100,000 —
Net overall loss on project $(80,000) $(95,000) $15,000

*Irrelevant because it is unaffected by the decision.

As you can see from the fourth line of the preceding table, we can completely ignore the $100,000
historical cost and still arrive at the $15,000 difference, the key figure in the analysis that yields
re-machining as the optimal decision.

In addition to past costs, some future costs may be irrelevant because they will be the
same under all feasible alternatives. These, too, we may safely ignore for a particular decision.
Top management salaries are examples of expected future costs that may be unaffected by the
decision at hand.

Other irrelevant future costs include fixed costs that will be the same whether a com¬
pany selects machine X or machine Y. However, it is incorrect to conclude that fixed costs are
always irrelevant and variable costs are always relevant. Variable costs can be irrelevant, and
fixed costs can be relevant. For instance, sales commissions are variable costs that are irrel¬
evant to a decision on whether to produce a product in plant G or plant H. The rental cost of
a warehouse is a fixed cost that is relevant if one alternative requires the warehouse while the
other does not. In sum, future costs (both variable and fixed) are irrelevant whenever they do
not differ among the alternatives at hand and are relevant whenever they do differ between the
alternatives.

Finally, it is also critical in decision making to identify misspecified costs. The pricing
illustration in Chapter 5 showed that managers should analyze unit costs with care in deci¬
sion making. There are two major ways to go wrong: (1) including irrelevant costs, such as the
$.03 allocation of unavoidable fixed costs in the Nantucket Nectars' make-or-buy example
(pp. 244—245) that would result in a unit cost of $.20 instead of the relevant unit cost of $.17
and (2) comparing unit costs not computed on the same volume basis, as illustrated by the fol¬
lowing example. Assume that a new $100,000 machine with a 5-year life span can produce
100,000 units a year at a variable cost of $1per unit, as opposed to a variable costper unit of $1.50
with an old machine.A sales representative claims that the new machine will reduce total cost by
$.30 per unit after allowing $.20 per unit for depreciation on the new machine. Is the new machine
a worthwhile acquisition?

Ifthe customer's expected volume is 100,000 units,unit-cost comparisons are valid, provided
that new depreciation is also considered. Assume that the disposal value of the old equipment is
zero, so annual depreciation is $100,000 -*ÿ 5 years, which equals $20,000. Because depreciation
is an allocation of historical cost, the depreciation on the old machine is irrelevant. In contrast,
the depreciation on the new machine is relevant because the new machine entails a future cost

that the customer can avoid by not acquiring it.

Old Machine New Machine

Units 100,000 100,000

Variable costs $150,000 $100,000

Straight-line depreciation — 20,000

Total relevant costs $150,000 $120,000

Unit relevant costs $ 1.50 $ 1.20
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The preceding calculation shows that the sales representative is correct if the customer's
expectedvolume is 100,000units.However,sales personneloftenboast about the lowunit costs of
using their new machines but may neglect to point out that the unit costs are based on outputs
far in excess of the activity volume of their prospective customer. In this case, if the customer's
expected volume is only 30,000 units per year, the unit costs change in favor of the old machine.

Old Machine New Machine

Units 30,000 30,000

Variable costs $45,000 $30,000

Straight-line depreciation — 20,000

Total relevant costs $45,000 $50,000

Unit relevant costs $ 1.50 $1.6667

Generally, be wary of unit fixed costs. When feasible, use total fixed cost in your analysis,
not fixed cost per unit. Why? Because you need to calculate a new fixed cost per unit for every
different volume of production—often a cumbersome task—and if you don't recalculate it, your
costs will be misspecified.

Objective 8

Discuss how performance measures
can affect decision making.

Conflicts Between Decision Making and
Performance Evaluation
You should now know how to make good decisions based on relevant data. However,knowing how
to make these decisions and actually making them are two different things. Managers might be
tempted to make decisions they know are sub-optimal—not in the best interests of the company—
if the performance measures inplace will reward them for those decisions. To motivate managers
to make firm-wide optimal decisions, methods of evaluating managers' performance should be
consistent with the appropriate decision model for the company.

Let's look at an example of a conflict between the analysis for decision making and the
method used to evaluate performance. Consider the replacement decision shown in Exhibit 6-6
on page 260, where there was a $2,500 advantage to replacing the machine rather than keeping it.
To motivate managers to make the right choice, the method usedto evaluate performance should
be consistent with the decision model—that is, it should show better manager performance when
a manager replaces rather than keeps the machine. Assume the firm uses accounting income
to measure a manager's performance. The effect on accounting income in the first year after
replacement compared with that in years 2, 3, and 4 follows:

Year 1 Years 2, 3, and 4

Keep Replace Keep Replace

Cash operating costs $5,000 $3,000 $5,000 $3,000

Depreciation 1,000 2,000 1,000 2,000

Loss on disposal ($4,000 — $2,500) - 1,500 - -

Total cost $6,000 $6,500 $6,000 $5,000

First-year costs will be $6,500 — $6,000 = $500 lower, making first-year income $500
higher, if the manager keeps the machine rather than replacing it. Because managers naturally
want to make decisions that maximize the measure of their current performance, the manager
may be inclined to keep the machine.

The conflict is especially severe if a company often transfers managers from one posi¬
tion to another. Why? Even though replacing the machine creates the $500 first-year decrease
in income, over the long run this will be offset by a $1,000 annual increase in income
in years 2 to 4. (Note that the net difference of $2,500 in favor of replacement over the 4 years
together is the same as inExhibit 6-6.) However, a manager who moves to a new position after
the first year, bears the entire loss on disposal without reaping the benefits of lower operating
costs in years 2 to 4, which creates a personal incentive for him to keep the machine.
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The decision to replace a machine earlier than planned also reveals a possible error in the
original decision to purchase the machine. The company bought the old machine 6 years ago
for $10,000. Its expected life span was 10 years. However, if a better machine is now avail¬
able, then the useful life of the old machine was really 6 years, not 10. This feedback on the
actual life of the old machine has two possible effects, the first good and the second bad. First,
managers might benefit by learning from the earlier mistake. If the manager overestimated the
useful life of the old machine, the reliability of the predicted life for the new machine may be
scrutinized. Feedback can help avoid repeating past mistakes. Second, the feedback on machine
life creates incentives for a manager to make another mistake to cover up the earlier one. A "loss
on disposal" could alert superiors to the incorrect economic-life prediction used in the earlier
decision. By avoiding replacement, the manager avoids recognizing the loss on disposal and
can spread the $4,000 remaining book value over the future as "depreciation," a more appealing
term than "loss on disposal." The superiors may never find out about the incorrect prediction of
economic life. Using accounting income for performance evaluation mixes the financial effects
of various decisions, hiding both the earlier misestimation of useful life and the current failure
to replace.

Conflicts between decision making and performance evaluation goals are widespread in
practice. Unfortunately, there are no easy solutions. It is difficult to match performance evalua¬
tion and decision horizons, leading to conflicts like those in our equipment example. As a result,
managers sometimes have incentives to focus on the short-term effects of decisions on their per¬
formance measures, rather than the long-term effects on the company.

Here and inChapter 5 we introduced the important topics of relevant information and decision
making. Our major focus was on how to determine and use relevant information when faced with
various managerial decisions such as pricing, special orders, make or buy,adding or deleting a prod¬
uct fine, and equipment replacement. We have emphasized the importance of understanding cost
behavior in each of these decision situations. Now, we shift our emphasis from decision-making
techniques to planningand control techniques. One of the most important planning techniques you
will use as a manager is budgeting—the major topic inChapters 7 and 8.

Highlights to Remember
I. Use a differential analysis to examine income effects across alternatives and show that

an opportunity-cost analysis yields identical results. A differential analysis is a valuable tool
for analyzing decisions; it focuses on the relevant items in the situation—differential revenues and
differential costs. One should always consider opportunity costs when deciding on the use of limited
resources. The opportunity cost of a course of action is the maximum profit forgone from other alterna¬
tive actions. Decision makers may fail to consider opportunity costs because accountants do not report
them in the financial accounting system.

2. Decide whether to make or buy certain parts or products. One of the most important
production decisions is the make-or-buy decision. Should a company make its own parts or products or
should it buy them from outside sources? Both qualitative and quantitative factors affect this decision.
In applying relevant cost analysis to a make-or-buy situation, a key factor to consider is often the
opportunity cost of facilities.

3. Choose whether to add or delete a product line using relevant information. Relevant
information also plays an important role in decisions about adding or deleting products, services,
or departments. Decisions on whether to delete a department or product line require analysis of the
revenues forgone and the costs saved from the deletion.

4. Compute the optimal product mix when production is constrained by a scarce

resource. When production is constrained by a limiting resource, the key to obtaining the maxi¬
mumprofit from a given capacity is to obtain the greatest possiblecontribution to profitper unit of the
limiting or scarce resource.
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5. Decide whether to process a joint product beyond the split-off point. Another typical
production situation is deciding whether to process further a joint product or sell it at the split-off
point. The relevant information for this decision includes the revenues and costs that differ beyond the
split-off point. Joint costs that occur beforesplit-off are irrelevant.

6. Decidewhether to keep or replace equipment. Inthe decision to keep or replace equipment,
the book value of old equipment is irrelevant.This sunk cost is a past or historical cost that a company
has already incurred. Relevant costs normally include the disposal value of old equipment, the cost of
new equipment, and the difference inthe annual operating costs.

7. Identify irrelevant and misspecified costs. In certain production decisions, it is important to

recognize and identify irrelevant costs. In the decision to dispose of obsolete inventory, the original
cost of the inventory is irrelevant. In terms of misspecified costs, unit fixed costs can be misleading
because of the differences in the assumed level of volume on which they are based. The more units
a company makes, the lower the unit fixed cost will be. You can avoid being misled by unit costs by
always using total fixed costs.

8. Discuss how performance measures can affect decision making. If companies evaluate
managers using performance measures that are not in line with relevant decision criteria, there could
be a conflict of interest. Managers often make decisions based onhow the decision affects their perfor¬
mance measures. Thus, performance measures work best when they are consistent with the long-term
good of the company.

Accounting Vocabulary

accumulated depreciation, p.258
avoidable costs, p. 253
book value, p. 258
common costs, p. 253
depreciation, p. 258
differential analysis, p. 245
differential cost, p. 245
differential revenue, p. 245

incremental analysis, p. 245
incremental benefits, p. 245
incremental costs, p. 245
inventory turnover, p. 255
joint costs, p. 256
joint products, p. 256
limiting factor, p. 254
net book value, p. 258

opportunity cost, p. 246
outlay cost, p. 245
outsourcing, p. 247
scarce resource, p. 254
separable costs, p.256
split-off point, p. 256
sunk cost, p. 258
unavoidable costs, p. 253

MyAccountingLab Fundamental Assignment Material

6-AI Make or Buy
Vineyard Fruit Company sells premium-quality oranges and other citrus fruits by mail order.
Protecting the fruit during shipping is important so the company has designed and produces shipping
boxes. The annual cost to make 60,000 boxes is as follows:

Materials $ 96,000

Labor 12,000

Indirect manufacturing costs

Variable 9,600

Fixed 46,800

Total $164,400

Therefore, the cost per box averages $2.74.
Suppose Weyerhaeuser submits a bid to supply Vineyard with boxes for $2.24 per box.

Vineyard must give Weyerhaeuser the box design specifications, and the boxes will be made according
to those specs.

1. How much, if any, would Vineyard save by buying the boxes from Weyerhaeuser?
2. What subjective factors should affect Vineyard's decision about whether to make or buy

the boxes?
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3. Suppose all the fixed costs represent depreciation on equipment that was purchasedfor $234,000
and is just about at the end of its 5-year life. New replacement equipment will cost $375,000 and
is also expected to last 5 years. Inthis case, how much, ifany, would Vineyard save by buying the
boxes from Weyerhaeuser?

6-A2 Choice of Products
The Tipbox Tool Company has two products:a plaincircular saw and a professional circular saw. The
plain saw sells for $50 and has a variable cost of $35. The professional saw sells for $100 and has a
variable cost of $60.

1. Compute contribution margins and contribution-margin ratios for plain and professional saws.
2. The demand is for more units than the company can produce. There are only 40,000 machine

hours of manufacturing capacity available. Four plain saws can be produced in the same average
time (1hour) needed to produce one professional saw. Compute the total contribution margin for
40,000 hours for plain saws only and for professional saws only. Which product is the best use of
machine hours?

3. Use two or three sentences to state the major lesson of this problem.

6-A3 Joint Products: Sell or Process Further
The Mussina Chemical Company produced three joint products at a joint cost of $117,000. These
products were processed further and sold as follows:

Additional
Chemical Product Sales Processing Costs

A $230,000 $190,000

B 330,000 300,000

C 175,000 100,000

The company has had an opportunity to sell at split-off directly to other processors. If that alterna¬
tive had been selected, sales would have been A, $54,000; B,$32,000; and C, $54,000.

The company expects to operate at the same levelofproduction and sales inthe forthcoming year.

1. Could the company increase operating income by altering its processing decisions? If so, what
would be the expected overall operating income?

2. Which products should be processed further and which should be sold at split-off?

6-A4 Role of Old Equipment Replacement
On January 2, 2013, the T. W. McCann Company installed a brand new $108,000 special molding
machine for producing a new product. The product and the machine have an expected life of 3 years.
The machine's expected disposal value at the end of 3 years is zero.

On January 3, 2013, Joan Slater, a star salesperson for a machine tool manufacturer, tells
Mr. McCann, "IwishIhad known earlier of your purchase plans. Ican supply you with a technically
superior machine for $108,000. The machineyou just purchased can be sold for $35,000. 1guarantee
that our machine will save $52,000 per year in cash operating costs, although it too will have no
disposal value at the end of 3 years."

McCann examines some technical data. Although he has confidence in Slater's claims,
McCann contends, "I'm locked in now. My alternatives are clear: (a) Disposal will result in a
loss, (b) keeping and using the 'old' equipment avoids such a loss. Ihave brains enough to avoid
a loss when my other alternative is recognizing a loss. We've got to use that equipment until we
get our money out of it."

The annual operating costs of the old machine are expected to be $69,000, exclusive of depre¬
ciation. Sales, all in cash, will be $850,000 per year. Other annual cash expenses will be $740,000
regardless of this decision. Assume that the equipment inquestion is the company's only fixed asset.

Ignore income taxes and the time value of money.

1. Prepare statements of cash receipts and disbursements as they would appear ineach of the next 3 years
under both alternatives. What is the total cumulative increase or decrease incash for the 3 years?

2. Prepare income statements as they would appear in each of the next 3 years under both alter¬
natives. Assume straight-line depreciation. What is the cumulative increase or decrease in net
income for the 3 years?
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3. Assume that the cost of the "old" equipment was $800,000 rather than $108,000. Would the net
difference computed innumbers 1and 2 change? Explain.

4. As Joan Slater, reply to Mr.McCann's contentions.
5. What are the irrelevant items in each of your presentations for numbers 1 and 2? Why are they

irrelevant?

6-B IMake or Buy
Suppose a BMW executive in Germany is trying to decide whether the company should continue to
manufacture an engine component or purchase it from Frankfurt Corporation for €50 each. Demand for
the coming year is expected to be the same as for the current year, 200,000 units. Data for the current year
follow:

Direct material € 5,000,000

Direct labor 1,900,000

Factory overhead, variable 1,100,000

Factory overhead, fixed 3,000,000

Total costs €11,000,000

IfBMW makes the components, the unit costs of direct material will increase by 10%.
If BMW buys the components, 30% of the fixed costs will be avoided. The other 70% will con¬

tinue regardless of whether the components are manufactured or purchased. Assume that variable
overhead varies with output volume.

1. Prepare a schedule that compares the make-or-buy alternatives. Show totals and amounts per unit.
Compute the numerical difference between making and buying. Assume that the capacity now
used to make the components will become idle if the components are purchased.

2. Assume also that the BMW capacity in question can be rented to a local electronics firm for
€1,150,000 for the coming year. Prepare a schedule that compares the net relevant costs of the
three alternatives: make, buy and leave capacity idle, buy and rent. Which is the most favorable
alternative? By how much in total?

6-B2 Unit Costs and Capacity
Courcy Manufacturing Company produces two industrial solvents for which the following data have
been tabulated. Fixedmanufacturing cost is applied to products at a rate of $1.00per machine hour.

Per Unit XY-7 BD-4

Selling price $6.45 $4.20

Variable manufacturing costs 2.70 1.70

Fixedmanufacturing cost .70 .20

Variable selling cost 1.80 1.75

The sales manager has had a $215,000 increase inher budget allotment for advertising and wants
to apply the money on the most profitable product. The solvents are not substitutes for one another in
the eyes of the company's customers.

1. How many machine hours does it take to produce one XY-7? To produce one BD-4? (Hint: Focus
on applied fixed manufacturing cost.)

2. Suppose Courcy has only 140,000machine hours that can be made available to produceXY-7 and
BD-4. If the potential increase in sales units for either product resulting from advertising is far
in excess of these production capabilities, which product should be produced and advertised, and
what is the estimated increase in contribution margin earned?

6-B3 Dropping a Product Line
Hamleys Toy Store is on Regent Street inLondon. It has a magic department near the main door.
Suppose that management is considering dropping the magic department, which has consistently
shown an operating loss. The predicted income statements, in thousands of pounds (£), are (for ease
of analysis, only three product lines are shown):
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Total
General

Merchandise
Electronic
Products

Magic
Department

Sales

Variable expenses

Contribution margin

Fixed expenses
(compensation,
depreciation,
property taxes,
insurance, etc.)

Operating income (loss)

£6,000

4,090

£1,910(32%)

1,100

£ 810

£5,000

3,500

£1,500 (30%)

750

£ 750

£400

200

£200 (50%)

50

£150

£600

390

£210(35%)

300

£(90)

The £300,000 of magic department fixed expenses include the compensation of employees
of £120,000. These employees will be released if the magic department is abandoned. All of the
magic department's equipment is fully depreciated, so none of the £300,000 pertains to such
items. Furthermore, disposal values of equipment will be exactly offset by the costs of removal
and remodeling.

If the magic department is dropped, the manager will use the vacated space for either more
general merchandise or more electronic products. The expansion of general merchandise would
not entail hiring any additional salaried help, but more electronic products would require an addi¬
tional person at an annual cost of £30,000. The manager thinks that sales of general merchan¬
dise would increase by £250,000, and electronic2products by £200,000. The manager's modest
predictions are partially based on the fact that she thinks the magic department has helped lure
customers to the store and, thus, improved overall sales. If the magic department is closed, that
lure would be gone.

Should the magic department be closed? Explain, showing computations.

6-B4 Sell or Process Further
ConAgra produces meatproducts with brandnames such as Healthy Choice,Armour, and Butterball.
Suppose one of the company's plants processes beef cattle into various products. For simplicity,
assume that there are only three products: steak, hamburger, and hides, and that the average steer costs
$700. The three products emerge from a process that costs $100 per steer to run, and output from one
steer can be sold for the following net amounts:

Steak (100 pounds)

Hamburger (500 pounds)

Hide (120 pounds)
Total

$ 400

600

100
$1,100

Assume that each of these three products can be sold immediately or processed further in another
ConAgra plant. The steak can be the main course in frozen dinners sold under the Healthy Choice
label. The vegetables and desserts in the 400 dinners produced from the 100 pounds of steak would
cost $110,andproduction, sales, and other costs for the 400 meals would total $330. Eachmeal would
be sold wholesale for $2.10.

The hamburger could be made into frozen Salisbury steak patties sold under the Armour label.
The only additional cost would be a $200 processing cost for the 500 pounds of hamburger. Frozen
Salisbury steaks sell wholesale for $1.70 per pound.

The hide can be sold before or after tanning. The cost of tanning one hide is $80, and a tanned
hide can be sold for $170.

1. Compute the total profit if all three products are sold at the split-off point.
2. Compute the total profit if all three products are processed further before being sold.
3. Which products should be sold at the split-off point? Which should be processed further?
4. Compute the total profit if your plan innumber 3 is followed.
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6-B5 Replacing Old Equipment
Consider the following data regarding Orange County's photocopying requirements.

Old
Equipment

Proposed Replacement
Equipment

Useful life, in years 5 3

Current age, in years 2 0

Useful life remaining, in years 3 3

Original cost $34,000 $14,700

Accumulated depreciation 13,600 0

Book value 20,400 Not acquired yet

Disposal value (incash) now 3,600 Not acquired yet

Disposal value in 3 years 0 0

Annual cash operating costs for power, 17,000 11,000
maintenance, toner, and supplies

The county administrator is trying to decide whether to replace the old equipment. Because of
rapidchanges in technology, she expects the replacement equipment to have only a 3-year useful life.
Ignore the effects of taxes.

1. Prepare a schedule that compares both relevant and irrelevant items for the next 3 years. (Hint:
See Exhibit 6-5, page 259.)

2. Prepare a schedule that compares all relevant items for the next 3 years. Which tabulation is
clearer, this one or the one in requirement 1? (Hint: See Exhibit 6-6, page 260.)

3. Prepare a simple "shortcut" or direct analysis to support your choice of alternatives.

6-B6 Decision and Performance Models
Refer to the preceding problem.

1. Suppose the "decision model" favored by top management consisted of a comparison of a 3-year
accumulation of cash under each alternative. As the manager of office operations, which alterna¬
tive would you choose? Why?

2. Suppose the "performance evaluation model" emphasized the minimization of overall costs of
photocopying operations for the first year. Which alternative would you choose?

MyAccountingLab Additional Assignment Material

QUESTIONS
6-1 Distinguish between an opportunity cost
and an outlay cost.
6-2 "I had a chance to rent my summer home
for 2 weeks for $800. But Ichose to have it idle.
Ididn't want strangers living in my summer
house." What term in this chapter describes the
$800? Why?
6-3 "Accountants do not ordinarily record
opportunity costs in the formal accounting
records." Why?
6-4 Distinguish between an incremental cost
and a differential cost.
6-5 "Incremental cost is the addition to costs
from the manufacture of one unit." Do you
agree? Explain.
6-6 "The differential costs or incremental costs
of increasing production from 1,000 automobiles

to 1,200 automobiles per week would be the
additional costs of producing the additional 200
automobiles." If production were reduced from
1,200 to 1,000 automobiles per week, what
would the decline in costs be called?
6-7 "Qualitative factors generally favor making
over buying a component." Do you agree?
Explain.
6-8 "Choices are often mislabeled as simply
make or buy." Do you agree? Explain.
6-9 "The key to decisions to delete a product or
department is identifying avoidable costs." Do
you agree? Explain.
6-10 Give four examples of limiting or scarce
factors.
6- 1 IWhat are joint products? Name several
examples of joint products.
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6-12 What is the split-off point, and why is it
important in analyzing joint costs?
6- 1 3 "No technique used to assign the joint
cost to individual products should be used for
management decisions regarding whether a
product should be sold at the split-off point or
processed further." Do you agree? Explain.
6- 1 4 "Inventory that was purchased for $5,000
should not be sold for less than $5,000 because
such a sale would result in a loss." Do you agree?
Explain.
6-15 "Recovering sunk costs is a major objec¬
tive when replacing equipment." Do you agree?
Explain.
6-16 "Past costs are indeed relevant in most
instances because they provide the point of
departure for the entire decisionprocess." Do you
agree? Why?
6-17 Which of the following items are relevant
to replacement decisions? Explain.

a. Book value of old equipment
b. Disposal value of old equipment
c. Cost of new equipment

6-18 "Some expected future costs may be
irrelevant." Do you agree? Explain.
6-19 "Variable costs are irrelevant whenever
they do not differ among the alternatives at hand."
Do you agree? Explain.
6-20 There are two major reasons why unit
costs should be analyzed with care in decision
making. What are they?
6-21 "Machinery sales personnel sometimes
erroneously brag about the low unit costs ofusing
their machines." Identify one source of an error
concerning the estimation of unit costs.
6-22 Give an example of a situation in which
the performance evaluation model is not consis¬
tent with the decision model.
6-23 "Evaluating performance, decision by
decision, is costly. Aggregate measures, such
as the income statement, are frequently used."
How might the wide use of income state¬
ments affect managers' decisions about buying
equipment?

CRITICALTHINKING EXERCISES

6-24 Measurement of Opportunity Cost
"Accountants cannot measure opportunity cost. Only managers have the knowledge to measure it."
Do you agree with this statement? Why or why not?

6-25 Outsourcing Decisions
Decisions on whether to outsource services such as payroll accounting and systems development
are much like make-or-buy decisions. What cost factors should influence the decision on whether to
outsource payroll functions?

6-26 Unitized Costs
Suppose you are a manager in a manufacturing company. Your accountant has just presented you
with a very detailed cost analysis for a decision about whether to outsource or make a component
of a product. You have to use this analysis in a meeting with other managers. Since the analysis is
shown in totals and your colleagues prefer simple reports and unit costs, you divide the bottom-line
amounts by the total units to be made or bought (outsourced) and presentjust these in a simple report.
Your colleagues are pleased that your report is so easy to understand and simple to use. Then they
begin to predict the total cost differences for several other possible numbers of units to be made or
outsourced by simply multiplying the unit costs by the volume to be outsourced. Why should you feel
uncomfortable?

6-27 Historical Costs and Inventory Decisions
Explain why it is sometimes best to sell inventory for less than the amount paid for it.

EXERCISES

6-28 Opportunity Costs
Emily Adessa is an attorney employed by a large law firm at a salary of $85,000 per year. She is
considering whether to become a sole practitioner, which would probably generate annually $410,000
in operating revenues and $290,000 in operating expenses.

1. Present two tabulations of the annual income effects of these alternatives. The second tabulation
should include the opportunity cost of Adessa' s compensation as an employee.

2. Suppose Adessa prefers less risk and chooses to stay an employee. Show a tabulation of the
income effects of rejecting the opportunity of independent practice.
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6-29 Opportunity Cost of Home Ownership
Ernie McNaire has just made the final payment on his mortgage. He could continue to live in the
home; cash expenses for repairs and maintenance (after any tax effects) would be $750 monthly.
Alternatively, he could sell the home for $490,000 (net of taxes), invest the proceeds in3% municipal
tax-free bonds, and rent an apartment for $18,000 annually. The landlord would then pay for repairs
and maintenance.

Prepare two analyses of McNaire's alternatives, one showing no explicit opportunity cost and the
second showing the explicit opportunity cost of the decision to hold the present home.

6-30 Opportunity Cost at Nantucket Nectars
Suppose Nantucket Nectars has a machine for which itpaid $160,000 several years ago and is cur¬
rently not being used. It can use the machine to produce 12 oz. bottles of its juice cocktails or 12 oz.
bottles of its 100%juices. The contribution margin from the additional sales of 100%juices would be
$90,000. A third alternative is selling the machine for cash of $75,000. What is the opportunity cost of
the machine when we analyze the alternative to produce 12 oz. bottles of juice cocktails?

6-3 I Hospital Opportunity Cost
An administrator at Saint Jude Hospital is considering how to use some space made available when
the outpatient clinic moved to a new building. She has narrowed her choices, as follows:

a. Use the space to expand laboratory testing. Expected future annual revenue would be $330,000;
future costs would be $290,000.

b. Use the space to expand the eye clinic.Expected future annual revenue would be $500,000; future
costs would be $480,000.

c. The gift shop is rented by an independent retailer who wants to expand into the vacated space. The
retailer has offered $11,000 for the yearly rentalof the space. All operating expenses will be borne
by the retailer.

The administrator's planning horizon is unsettled. However, she has decided that the yearly data
given will suffice for guiding her decision.

Tabulate the total relevant data regarding the decision alternatives. Omit the concept of oppor¬
tunity cost in one tabulation, but use the concept in a second tabulation. As the administrator, which
tabulation would you prefer if you could receive only one?

6-32 Make or Buy
Assume that a division of Bose makes an electronic component for its speakers. Its manufacturing
process for the component is a highly automated part of a just-in-time production system. All labor is
considered to be an overhead cost, and all overhead is regarded as fixed with respect to output volume.
Production costs for 100,000units of the component are as follows:

Direct materials $400,000

Factory overhead

Indirect labor $80,000

Supplies 30,000

Allocated occupancy cost 40,000 150,000

Total cost $550,000

A small, local company has offered to supply the components at a price of $4.20 each. If the
division discontinued its production of the component, it would save two-thirds of the supplies cost
and $30,000 of indirect-labor cost.All other overhead costs would continue.

The division manager recently attended a seminar on cost behavior and learned about fixed and
variable costs. He wants to continue to make the component because the variable cost of $4.00 is
below the $4.20 bid.

1. Compute the relevant cost of (a) makingand (b) purchasing the component. Which alternative is
less costly and by how much?

2. What qualitative factors might influence the decision about whether to make or to buy the
component?
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6-33 Make or Buy at Nantucket Nectars
Assume that Nantucket Nectars reports the following costs to make 17.5 oz. bottles for its juice
cocktails:

Nantucket Nectars Company
Cost of Making 17.5-Ounce Bottles

Total Cost for
1,000,000 Bottles Cost per Bottle

Direct materials $ 80,000 $.080

Direct labor 30,000 .030

Variable factory overhead 60,000 .060

Fixed factory overhead 85,000 .085

Total costs $255,000 $.255

Another manufacturer offers to sell Nantucket Nectars the bottles for $.25. The capacity now used
to make bottles will become idle if the company purchases the bottles. Further, one supervisor with a
salary of $60,000, a fixed cost, would be eliminated if the bottles were purchased. Prepare a schedule
that compares the costs to make and buy the 17.5 oz. bottles. Should Nantucket Nectars make or buy
the bottles?

6-34 Make or Buy and the Use of Idle Facilities at Nantucket Nectars
Refer to the preceding exercise. Suppose Nantucket Nectars can use the released facilities in
another manufacturingactivity that makes a contribution to profits of $75,000 or can rent them out for
$55,000. Prepare a schedule that compares the four alternative courses of action. Which alternative
would yield the lowest net cost?

6-35 Profit per Unit of Space
1. Several successful chains of warehouse stores such as Costco and Sam's Club have merchan¬

dising policies that differ considerably from those of traditional department stores. Name some
characteristics of these warehouse stores that have contributed to their success.

2. Food chains such as Safeway have typically regarded approximately 20% of selling price as an
average target gross profit on canned goods and similar grocery items. What are the limitations of
such an approach? Be specific.

6-36 Deletion of Product Line
St. Gallen American School is an international private elementary school. In addition to regular
classes, after-school care is provided between 3:00 pm and 6:00 pm at CHF 10 per child per hour.
Financial results for the after-school care for a representative month are as follows:

Revenue, 750 hours at CHF 10per hour CHF7,500

Less

Teacher salaries CHF 5,300

Supplies 1,200

Depreciation 1,700

Sanitary engineering 200

Other fixed costs _400 _8,800

Operating income (loss) CHF (1,300)

The director of St. GallenAmerican School is considering discontinuing the after-school care services
because it is not fair to the other students to subsidize the after-school care program. He thinks that
eliminating the programwill free up CHF 1,300 a month to support regular classes.

1. Compute the financial impact on St. Gallen American School from discontinuing the after-school
care program.

2. List three qualitative factors that would influence your decision.
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6-37 Sell or Process Further
An Exxon petrochemical factory produces two products, L and M, as a result of a particular joint
process. Both products are sold to manufacturers as ingredients for assorted chemical products.

Product L sells at split-off for $.25 per gallon; M sells for $.30 per gallon. Data for April
follow:

Joint processing cost $1,600,000

Gallons produced and sold

L 4,000,000

M 2,500,000

Suppose that inApril the 2,500,000 gallons of M could have been processed further into Super M at
an additional cost of $165,000. The Super M output would be sold for $.36 per gallon. Product L
would be sold at split-off inany event.

Should Mhave been processed further inApril and sold as Super M? Show your computations.

6-38 Joint Products, Multiple Choice
From a particular joint process, Demoulas company produces three products, A, B, and C. Each
product may be sold at the point of split-off or processed further. Additional processing requires no
special facilities, and production costs of further processing are entirely variable and traceable to the
products involved. In2012, all three products were processed beyond split-off. Joint production costs
for the year were $100,000. Sales values and costs needed to evaluate Demoulas's 2012 production
policy follow:

Additional Costs and Sales
Values if Processed Further

Product
Units

Produced
Net Realizable Values

(Sales Values) at Split-Off
Sales

Values
Added
Costs

A 9,000 $33,000 $50,000 $ 18,000

B 5,000 44,000 50,000 13,000

C 6,000 28,000 35,000 6,000

Answer the following multiple-choice questions:

1. For units of C, the unit production cost most relevant to a sell-or-process-further decision is
(a) $1, (b) $9, (c) $12, (d) $3.

2. To maximize profits, Demoulas should subject the following product(s) to additional processing:
(a) C only, (b) B and C only (c) A, B, and C (d) A only.

6-39 Obsolete Inventory
The New York bookstore bought more "Jets Champs" calendars than it could sell. Itwas nearly June
and 220 calendars remained in stock. The store paid $4.25 each for the calendars and normally sold
them for $8.85. Since February, they had been on sale for $6.20, and 2 weeks ago the price was
dropped to $4.95. Still, few calendars were being sold. The bookstore manager thought it was no lon¬
ger worthwhile using shelf space for the calendars.

The proprietor of Old Orchard Collectibles offered to buy all 220 calendars for $88. He intended
to store them until the 2013 football season was over and then sell them as novelty items.

The bookstore manager was not sure she wanted to sell for $.40 calendars that cost $4.25. The
only alternative, however, was to scrap them because the publisher would not take them back.

1. Compute the difference inprofit between accepting the $88 offer and scrapping the calendars.
2. Describe how the $4.25 X 220 =$935 paid for the calendars affects your decision.
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6-40 Replacement of Old Equipment
Three years ago, the Oak Street TCBY bought a frozen yogurt machine for $11,200.A salesman has
just suggested to the TCBY manager that she replace the machine with a new, $13,500 machine. The
manager has gathered the following data:

Old Machine New Machine

Original cost " $11,200 $13,500

Useful life in years 8 5

Current age in years 3 0

Useful life remaining in years 5 5

Accumulated depreciation $ 4,200 Not acquired yet

Book value $ 7,000 Not acquired yet

Disposal value (in cash) now $ 2,500 Not acquired yet

Disposal value in5 years 0 0

Annual cash operating cost $ 5,300 $ 2,700

1. Compute the difference intotal costs over the next 5 years under both alternatives, that is, keeping
the original machine or replacing itwith the new machine. Ignore taxes.

2. Suppose the Oak Street TCBY manager replaces the original machine. Compute the "loss ondisposal"
of the original machine. How does this amount affect your computation innumber 1? Explain.

6-41 Unit Costs
Brandon Company produces and sells a product that has variable costs of $8 per unit and fixed costs
of $250,000 per year.

1. Compute the unit cost at a production and sales level of 10,000units per year.
2. Compute the unit cost at a production and sales level of 20,000 units per year.
3. Which of these unit costs is most accurate? Explain.

6-42 Relevant Investment
Julia Rozzi had obtained a new truck with a list price, including options, of $27,000. The dealer had
given her a "generous trade-in allowance" of $6,000 on her old truck that had a wholesale price of
$3,200. Sales tax was $1,620.

The annual cash operating costs of the old truck were $5,250. The new truck was expected to
reduce these costs by one-third, to $3,500 per year.

Compute the amount of the original investment in the new truck. Explain your reasoning.

6-43 Weak Division
LakeForest Electronics Company paid$7 millionincash4 years ago to acquire a company that manu¬
factures CD-ROM drives. This company has been operated as a division of Lake Forest and has lost
$500,000 each year since its acquisition.

The minimum desired return for this division is that, when a new product is fully developed, it
should return a net profit of $500,000 per year for the foreseeable future.

Recently, the IBM Corporation offered to purchase the division from Lake Forest for $5 million.
The president of Lake Forest commented, "I've got an investment of $9 million to recoup ($7 million
plus losses of $500,000 for each of 4 years). Ihave finally got this situation turned around, so Ioppose
selling the division now."

Prepare a response to the president's remarks. Indicate how to make this decision. Be as specific
as possible.

6-44 Opportunity Cost
Marnie McKay, MD, is a psychiatrist who is in heavy demand. Even though she has raised her fees
considerably during the past 5 years, Dr. McKay still cannot accommodate all the patients who wish
to see her.

McKay has conducted 7 hours of appointments a day, 6 days a week, for 46 weeks a year. Her
fee averages $225 per hour.
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Her vuriuhle costs ait negligible und may be ignored for decision purposes. Ignore income luxes.

I. McKay is weary of working u 6-duy week. She is considering luking every other Salunluy off.
What would be her annual income (a) if she worked every Suturday und (b) if she worked every
other Saturday?

2. Whul would be her opportunity cost for the year of no! working evety other Suturday?
3. Assume that Dr. McKay has definitely decided to lukc every oilier Suturday off. She loves to

repair her sporls car by doing ihe work herself If she works on her car during hulf a Saturday
when she otherwise would not sec patients, whul is her opportunity cost?

PROBLEMS

6-45 Hotel Rooms and Opportunity Costs
The Marriott Corporation operates many hotels throughout the world. Suppose one of its Chicago
hotels is fucing difficult times bccuase of the opening of several new competing hotels.

To uccommodute its (light personnel, AmericanAirline, has olTeredMarriott ucontruct for the
coming yeur that provides a rate of S70 per night per room for uminimumof 50rooms for 365 nights.
This contract would ussuic Marriott of selling 50 rooms of space nightly,even if some of the rooms
ure vacant on some nights. Assume /am vuriuhle costs.

The Marriott manager has mixed feelings about the contract. On several peuk nights during the
year, die hotel could sell the same spucc for $ 150 per room.

I. Suppose Ihe Murriollmanager signs the contract. What is die opportunity cost of the 50rooms on
October 20, the night of a hig convention of retailers when every neurhy hotel room is occupied?
What is the opportunity c«ist on December 28, when only 10of these rooms would he expected to
be rented at an averagerale of SI00?

2. If the year-round rule per room uveruged $ 110, what percentage of occupancy of the 50 rooms in
question would have to he rented to make Murriott indifferent about ucccpting the offer"?

6-46 Extension of Preceding Problem
Assume die same fuels as in the preceding problem. However,also assume that the variable costs per
room,per day arc S 10.

I. Suppose die best estimate is u 62% general occupancy rule for the 50 rooms ul un average SI 10
room rate for the next year. Should Murriott uccept the contract?

2. What percentage of occupancy of the 50 rooms in question would muke Marriott indifferent
about ucccpting die offer?

6-47 Make or Buy
Dana Corporation, bused inToledo, Ohio, is u global manufacturer of highly engineered products
ihut serve industrial, vehicle, construction, commercial, aerospucc, and semiconductor markets. It
frequently subcontracts work to other munufuctureis,depending on whether Dana's facilities ure fully
occupied. Suppose Duiiu is ubouluimuke some final decisions regarding the use of its manufacturing
facilities for the coming yeur.

Hie following ure die costsof making purlEC1 13,a key componentof an emissionscontrol system:

Total Cost for 65,000 Units Cost per Unit
Direct materials $ 585.000 $ y

Direct labor 715,000 u
Vuriuhle factory overhead 650,000 10

Fixed factory overhead 195,000 3

Total manufacturingcosts $2,145.0(H) $33
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Another manufacturer has offered to sell lite same purl to Dunu for S28 each. The fixed overhead
consists of depreciation, properly taxes, insurance, und supervisory sulurics. All the fixed overheud
would continue if Duna bought the component except that the cost of $130,000 pertaining to some
supervisory und custodial personnel could he avoided.

I. Assume that the capacity now used to muke parts will become idle if the parts urc purchuscd.
Should Duna buy or muke the purls? Show computations.

2. Assume that the capacity now used to muke purls will either (a) be rented Itt a nearby munufuc¬
lurer for $25,000 for the year or (b> be used to muke oil filters that will yield a profit contribution
of $ 15,000. Should Duna buy or muke part EC 113? Show your compulations.

6-48 Relevant-Cost Analysis
Following ure the unit costs of muking andselling a single prtxluci at a norrnul level of 5,000 units per
month and ucurrent unit selling price of $00:

Manufacturing costs

Direct mutcrials $35

Direct labor 12

Variable overhead 8

Fixedoverhead (total for the year, $300,(100) 5

Selling and administrative expenses

Variable 15

_Fixed(total for the year, $480,000)_8

Consider each requirement separately. Labelall computations, und present your solutions ina form
dtul will be comprehensible to the compuny president.

I. This product is usually sold ut a rule of 60,000 units per year, ft is predicted dtul u rise in price
to S98 will decrease volume by 10%. Mow much may advertising be increused under this plan
without huving annual opcruting income full below lire current level?

2. The company husreceived a proposal from an outside supplier to muke und ship this item directly
to the company's customers as sales orders ure forwarded. Variuhle selling and administrative
costs would full 40%. If the supplier's propusul is accepted, the company will use its own plant to
produce unew product. Tl»c new prtiducl would be sold through manufacturer's ugenls at a 10%.
commission based on a selling price of $40 each. The cost characteristics of this product, based
on predicted yearly normal volume, ure as follows.

Per Unit

Direct materials $ 6
Direct labor 12

Vuriablc overhead 8

Fixedoverhead 6
Manufacturing costs $32

Selling and administrative expenses

Vuriablc (commission) 10% of selling price

Fixed_$_2_
What is the muximunt price per unit that the compuny can afford to pay to the supplier for sub¬

contracting productionof die entire old pnxlucl? Assume the following:

• Total fixed factory overheadund total fixed sellingexpenses will not change if the new product
line is added.
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• Tin: supplier's proposal will nol be considered unless ihe prcscnl unnual net income can be
maintained.

• Selling price of Ihe old product will remuin unchanged al $90.

• All $300,000 of fixed manufacturing oveiheud will be ussigned to ll»e new product.

6-49 Hotel Pricingand Use of Capacity
A growing corporation in a lurge city has offered a 200-room Holiday Inn a I-yeur contract to rent
40 rooms ul reduced rates of $50 per room instead of Ihe regular rule of $86 per room. The corpora¬
tion will sign the contract for 365-day occupancy bccuu.sc its visiting manufacturing and marketing
personnel are virtually certain to use all the space each night.

Each mom occupied has u variable arst of $12 per night (for cleaning, laundry, lost linens, and
extraelectricity).

The hotel munuger expects an 85% occupancy rale for the year so she is reluctant to sign the con¬
tract. If the contract is signed, the occupancy rule on the remaining 160 moms will he 95%.

I. Compute the total contribution margin for the yeur with and without the contract. Is Ihe contract
profitable to Holiday Inn"?

2. Compute the lowest room rule thai the hotel should accept on the contract so that the total
contribution marginwould he the same with or without the contract.

6-50 Special Air Fares
Denver-bused Frontier Airlines provides service to 39 cities in the UnitedStales and Mexico. Frontier
operates a fleet of 37 uircruft including sixteen 134-passengcr Boeing 737-300 jets. The manager of
operations of Frontier Airlines is trying to decide whether u> adopt u new discount fure. Focus on one
134-seal 737 uiiplunc now operating at a 56% load factor. That is,on average the airplane luis .56X 134=
75 passengers. The regular fares pniducc un average revenue of $. 12 per passenger mile.

Suppose un average 40% fare discount (which is subject to restrictions regurding lime of depar¬
ture and length of stay) will produce three new additional passengers. Also suppose thul three of
the previously committed passengers accept Ihe restrictions and switch to the discount fure from the
regular fure.

I. Compute the total revenue per airplane-mile with and without lire discount fares.
2. Suppose the maximum allowed allocation to new discount fares is 50 seals. These will he filled.

As before, some previously committed passengers will accept the restrictions undswitch to the
discount fare from the regulur fure. How muny will have to switch so that lire total revenue per
mile will be the same either with or without Ihe discount plun?

6-5 1 Choice of Products
Gulf Coast Fushions sells both designer und moderately priced women's wear inTumpu. Profits have
been volatile. Top management is trying to decide which product line to drop. Accountants have
reported die following data:

Per Item
Designer Moderately Priced

Average selling price $240 $150
Average variable expenses 120 85
Average contribution margin $120 $ 65
Average contribution-margin percentage ÿ"43%

Tire store has 8,000 square feet of floor space. If moderately priced goods ure sold exclusively,
400 items curt be displuycd. If designer goods ure sold exclusively, only 300 items can he displuycd.
Moreover, the rate of sale (turnover) of the designer items will be two-thirds lire rate of moderately
priced goods.

I. Prcpure un analysis to show which product to drop.
2. What other considerations might uffect your decision innumber I?

6-52 Analysis of Unit Costs
Circuit Brarslcr Company manufactures smull appliances, such us electric can openers, (ousters,

food mixers, und irons. The peuk manufacturing season is ut hund, and the president is trying to
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decide whether to produce more of the company's standard line of cun opener* or its premium
line thul includes u built-in knife sharpener, u belter finish, and a higher-quality motor. The unit
data follow:

Product
Standard Premium

Selling price $60 $70

Direct matcriul $ «> $14

Direct labor 6 3

Variable factory overhead 6 X

Itxcd factory overhead _L4 _21

Total cost of goods sold $35 $46

Grow pmtit per unit $24

The sules outlook is very encouraging. The plunl could operate al full cupacity by producing
either product or both products. Both die standard und the premium products arc processed through
the sunte departments. Selling and administrative costs will not he affected hy this decision so they
may he ignored.

Many of the purts are produced on automatic machinery. Tire factory overhead is allocated to
products hy developing separate rules per machine hour for variable and fixed overhead. For example,
the total fixed overhead is divided hy the total muchine hours to get u rate per hour.Thus, the amount
of overhead allocated to products is dependent on the number of muchine hours used by the product.
It tukes Ihour of muchine time to produce one unit of the standard product.

Direct labor muy not he proportionate with overhead becuuse many workers operate twoor more
muchines simultaneously.

Which product should he produced?Ifmore thanone should he produced, indicate the proportions
of each. Show computations. Explain your unswers briefly.

6-53 Use of Available Facilities
Tire Oahu Audio Company manufactures electronic subcomponents thut cun be sold us is or can be
processed further into "plug-in" assemblies for a vuriety of intricate electronic equipment. The entire
output of subcomponents can he sold at a murket price of $2.20 per unit. Tl»c plug-in assemblies
have heen generating a sules price of S5.70 for 3 years, but tire price has recently fallen to $5.30 on
ussortcd orders.

Janet Oh, the vice president of murkeling,hus unuly/ed the murkets und the ctxsls. She thinks thut
production of plug-in assemblies should be dropped whenever lire price fulls below $4.70 per unit.
However, ut the current price of $5.30, the total available capacity should currently he devoted to

producing plug-inassemblies. She has cited live dutu inExhibit 6-7.

Exhibit 6-7
Oahu Audio Company
Product Profitability Data

Subcomponents

Selling price, alter deducting relevant selling costs $2.20
Direct materials SI.10
Direct labor 30
Manufacturing overhead 60
Cost per unit 2.00
Operating profit $ 20

Plug-In Assemblies

Selling price, after deducting relevant selling costs $5.30
Transfertedin variable cost for subcomponents 51.40
Additional direct materials 1.45
Direct labor .45
Manufacturing overhead 1.20'
Cost per unit 4.50
Operating profit $ .80

"Pur additional processing ui makeand u>4 plug-in lorwmhlic.
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Direcl-muteriuls and direct-labor costs ure vuriublc. The lolul overhead is fixed; it is allocated to
units produced by predicting the total overhead for die coining year und dividing this lolul by the total
hour* of capacity uvailuble.

The total hours of capacity uvuilahle are 600,000. It lakes I hour to make 60 subcomponents and
2 hours of additional processing und testing to make 60 plug-in assemblies.

I. If the price of plug-inassemblies for the coming yeur is to be $5.30, should sales of subcompo¬
nents be dropped und all facilities devoted to die productionof plug-in assemblies'? Show your
computations.

2. Prepare urepoit for the vice president of marketing to show the lowest possible price for plug-in
assemblies thut would be acceptable.

3. Suppose 40% of the manufacturing overhead is vuriublc with respect to processing und testing
time. Repeat numbers Iand 2. Do your answers chunge? If so, how?

6-54 Joint Costs and Incremental Analysis
Jucque de Paris, u high-fashion women's dress manufacturer, is planning to market u new
cocktuil dress for the coming scuson. Jucque de Paris supplies rctuilers in Europe und the
United Stutcs.

Four yards of material ure required to luy out the dress pultern. Some muteriul remains ufler
culling, which cun he sold us renmunts. The leftover material could ulso he used to manufacture u
matching cape and handbag. However, if the leftover muteriul is to be used for the cape und handbag,
more care will be required in the cutting, which will increase the culling costs.

The company expects to sell 1 ,000 dresses if no matching cape or hundbug is uvuilublc. Market
research reveuls that dress sales will be 15% higher if a matching cape und hundbug ure uvuilublc.
The market rcseurch indiculc.s that the cape und hundbug will not be sold individually, but only
us uccessories with the dress. The various combinations of dresses, capes, und hundhugs that are
expected to be sold by retailers ure us follows:

Percent of Total

Complete sets of dreHS. cape, and handbag 72%

Dress und cape 10%

Dress und hundbug 12%
Dress only 6%

Total 100%

The muteriul used in the dress costs €90 a yard, or €360 for each dress. The cost of cutting the
dress if the cape und hundbug ure not munufuclured is estimated at €105 a dress, und the resulting
remnants cun he sold for €24 for cuch dress cut out. If the cape und hundbug ure to be munufuclured,
lite cutting costs will he increased by €34 per dress. There will he no saluhle remnants if the capes und
hundhugs ure munufuclured in the quantities estimated. The selling prices und the costs to complete
the three items once they ure cut ure as follows:

Selling Price
per Unit

Unit Cost to Complete (Excludes Cost of
Material and Cutting Operation)

Dress €1,100 €600
Cape 120 70

Handbag 40 30

I. Culculate the incremental profit or loss to Jucque de Paris from manufacturing the cupes und
hundhugs in conjunction with the dresses.

2. Identify any non-quunlitulivc factors thut atuld influence the compuny's management in its
decision to manufacture the cupes und handbags thut mulch the dress.

6-55 Joint Products: Sell or Process Further
Western, Corp., produces two products, cigars und chewing tobacco, from a joint process involving
the processing of lobucco leaves. Joint costs ure S60,ft00 for this pn>cess, and yield 2,000 pounds of
cigars und4,000 pounds of chewing lohuea>. Cigan. sell for $80 per pound,und chewing tobacco sells
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for $20per pound.Cigarsrequire 580,000 inseparable ousts, whilechewing tobacco requires $50,000
in separable costs. Chewing tobucco can be processed further (for $30,000 in udditionul sepuruble
costs) inlo uminl-fluvoredpremium chewing iohacco that would sell for S30 per pound.

I. Should Western pn>ccss chewing tobucco inlo premium chewing tobucco?
2. What is the maximum amount thai joint costs can increase before (u) it would not be better u> pro¬

cess chewing tobucco further inlo premium chewing tobacco, and (h) it would he better to ccuse
processing tobacco leaves to produce cigars and premium chewing tobucco?

6-56 Relevant Cost
Sunset Company's unit costs of manufacturing and selling a given item at tlie planned activity
levelof 20,000 units per monthare as follows:

Manufacturing costs

Direct materials $4.30

Direct labor .95

Vuriuhlc overhead 1.10

Fixedoverhead 1.05

Selling expenses

Variable 2.90

Fixed 1.05

Ignore income taxes inall requirements. These four purls have no connection with each other.

I. Compute die planned annual operating income ula selling price of $19 per unit.
2. Compute lire expected unnuul operating income if lire volume can be increased by 12% when the

selling price is reduced to $16. Assume that the impliedcost behavior patterns are correct.

3. Tltc company desires to seek an order for 6,800 units from u foreign customer. The variable sell¬
ingexpenses for the order will be 30% less than usual, but the fixed cosLs for obtaining the order
will be S8.I60. Domestic sales will not he uffccted. Compute the minimum break-even price per
unit to be considered.

4. The compuny has un inventory of 7,000 units of this item IcO over from lust year's model. These
must be sold thniugh regular channels at reducedprices.The inventory will he valueless unless sohl
this way. What unit eoxt is rclevunt for establishing lire minimum selling price of these 7,000 units?

6-57 New Machine
A new $300,000 muchinc is expected to have a 5-yeur life und a terminal vuluc of zero. It can pro¬
duce 40,000 units uyear at uvariable cost of $4 per unit. The vuriuhlc cost is$6.50 per unit with an
old machine, which has a book value of 5100,000. It is being depreciated on a straight-line busis at
$20,000 per year. It loo is expected to have a terminal vuluc of zero. Itscurrent disposul vuluc is also
zero hccuuse it is highly speciuli/ed equipment.

Tlie salesperson of die new muchinc prepured the following comparison:

New Machine Old Machine

Unit*

Variable costs

Straight-line depreciation

Tbtal cost

Unit cost

He said, "The new machine is obviously a worthwhile acquisition. You will save $ 1.50 for every unit
you produce."

I Do you agree with the salesperson's unalysis? If not, how would you change it? Be specific.
Ignore tuxes.

2. Prepurc un analysis of total und unit differential casts if the unnual volume is 20,000 units.
3. At what annual volume would both the old and new machines have the same totalrelevant costs?

lO.lXH)

SlftO.(XX)

MMNJO

S220.IXM)

•10,1X11)

S26D,(X)0

20,000
S2KIUX")

S 7,00
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6-58 Conceptual Approach
A large automobile-parts plunt was constructed 4 years ago ina Pennsylvania city served by two rail¬
roads. The PC Railroadpurchuscd40 specialized60-foot freight cars us a direct result of the additional
traffic generated by lite new plant. The investment was bused on an estimated useful life of 20 years.

Now the competing railroad has offered to service the plunt with new 86-foot freight cum that
would cnuhle more efficient shipping operations ul the plunt. The uutomobilc-purts company hus
threatened to switch curriers unless PC Railroadbuys 10 new 86-foot freight curs.

11tc PC marketing management wants to buy the new cars, butPC operuling management suys, "Hie
new investment is undesirable. It really consists of d»e new outlay plus the loss on lire old freight cars.
The oldcum must be written down to a low sulvugc value if drey cunnot be used us originully intended."

Evaluate the comments. What is tire correct conceptual upprouch to the quunlilulive unulysis in
this decision?

6-S9 Book Value of Old Equipment
Consider the following data concerning the replacement of old equipment by new equipment:

Old Equipment Proposed New Equipment

Original cost $30,400

IJseftil life in yearn 8

Current ugc inyearn 5

IJseftil life remaining in yearn 3

Accumulated depreciation $19,000
Book value 11,44H>

Disposal value (incash) now 3.54M)

Annual cash opcrutingcosts (muinte- $11,800
nance, power, repairs, lubricants, etc.)

SI5,318'

3

0
3

0

S 6,2(8)

'Not acquiredyet.

I. Prepurc acost comparison of ull relevunt items for the next 3 yearn together. Ignore taxes.
2. Prepare a cost comparison dtul includes bodi relevunt und inelevunt items. (See Exhibit 6-5, p. 259.)
3. Prepare u comparative statement of the loudcharges uguinsl revenue for the first ycur. Would the

munuger be inclined to buy the new equipment? Explain.

6-60 Decision and Performance Models
Refer to Problem 6-A4.

I. Suppose the "decision model" favored by top management consisted of u comparison of u3-yeur
accumulation of weullh under euch alternative. Which alternative would you choose? Why?
(Accumulationof wealth mcuns cumulative increusc incash.)

2. Suppose the "performance evaluation model" emphasized die net income of u subunit, such us a
division, euch year rudier than considering euch project,one by one. Which alternative would you
expect umunuger to choose? Why?

3. Suppose the same quantitative dutuexisted, but the "enterprise" wus ucity und the "machine" was
acomputer in the treasurer's department. Would your unswers to die find two parts change? Why?

6-61 Review of Relevant Costs
Since die curly 1960s,Neil Simon lias been one of Bioiulway's most successful playwrights. The New
Ytirk Timex reported lluit Neil Simon plunncd to open his play, IjnidonSuite, off Broudwuy. Why? Fin-
financial reasons. ProducerEmanuel A/cnberg predicted the followingcosts before the play evenopened:

On Broadway Off Broadway

Sets, costumes, lights $ 357,000 $ 87,(8)0

Loading in(building set, etc.) 175,000 8,(88)

Rchcunial salaries 102,000 63,(88)

Director anddesigner fees 126,000 61,(88)

Advertising 300,000 121,(88)

Administration 235.000 100,(88)

Total $1395,0(8) $440,(88)
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Broudwuy lickclprice* uveruge $60, mid (heaters can sealuhoul 1,000 peixonspershow. Off-Broadway
prices average<»nly $40, and ihc theater* .seul only 500. Normally,plays run eiglil lime* a week, both
on undoff Broudwuy. Weekly operuling expenses off Broudwuy uveruge $102,000; dicy uveruge an
exlru SI50,000 on Broadway for uweekly tolal of $252,000.

I. Suppose 400 persons uilendcd each show, whether on or off Broudway. Compare ihc weekly
financial results from aBroadway production to one producedoff Broudway.

2. Suppose attendance averaged 75% of capacity, whether on or off Broadway.Compare ihc weekly
financial results from a Broudwuy production to one producedoff Broudwuy.

3. Compute the allcndiuice per .show requiredjust to cover weekly expenses (u) on Broudwuy iuhI
(b) off Broudwuy.

4. Suppose uveruge ullendunce onBioudwuy was 600pershow undoff Broudwuy wus 400. Compute
the total net profit for a 26-week run (u) on Broudwuy und (b> off Broudwuy. Be sure to include
die pre-opening costs.

5. Repeul requirement 4 for u 100-wcck run.
6. Using ullendunce figures from numbers 4 and 5, compute (u> the number of weeks u Broudwuy

production must runbefore it breaks even, and (b) the number of weeks un off-Broadwuy produc¬
tion must run before it breuks even.

7. Using ullendunce figures from numbers 4 und 5, determine how long a play must run before the
profit from u Broadway production exceeds that from un off-Broudwuy production.

8. If you were NeilSimon, would you prefer LondonSuite to pluy on Broudway or off Broudwuy?
Expluin.

6-62 Make or Buy
Sunshine. Corp., eslimutes it will produce 20,000 units of u purl Ihul goes into its final product. Il
currently produces this part internally, but is considering outsourcing this activity. Current internal
capacity permits for u muximum of 40,000 units of the purt.The production manager has prcpured (he

following information concerning die interna! manufacture of 40,000 units of die purt:

Per unit

Direct materials

Direct labor

Variublc overhead

I'ixcdoverhead

Total cost

S 7.110

9.00
3.00

5.00
$24.00

The fixed overheadof $5 per unit includes u$1.70 per unit allocation for salary paid to usupervisor
to oversee production of the part. The fixed costs would not be reduced by outsourcing, except ihc
supervisor would be terminated. Assume thut if Sunshine outsources, its purchusc price from the
supplier is $ 18 per unit.

I. Should Sunshine outsource?
2. Assume Sunshine hus received a special order for 12,000 units of the part from Express, Co.

Express will pay Sunshine S2fi per purl, but will take the parts only if they have been manu¬
factured by Sunshine. Thus, Express will enguge in Ihc spcciul order only if Sunshine does not
outsource uny of iLs production. Should Sunshine accept the special order?

6-63 Make or Buy, Opportunity Costs, and Ethics
Agribi/ Food Products produces u wide variety of food und relulcdproducts. The compuny's tomato-
canning operation relies purtly on tomatoes grown on Agribi/'s own farms und partly on lomutocs
bought from other growers.

Agribi/.'* tomato farm is on the edge of Shuipeslown, a fust-growing, medium-xi/ed city. It pro¬
duces 8 million pounds of tomatoes u year and employs 55 persons. Tlic unnual costs of lomutocs
grown on this farm ure us follows:

Vuriablc production costs $ 550,000

tfxed production exists 1,200,000

Shipping costs (all vuriablc) 200,000

Total costs $1,950,000
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Fixedproduction costs includedepreciation on machinery and equipment, hut noton land hecuuse
land should not be depreciated. Agribi/. owns tire land, which was purchased for £600,000 many years
ago. A recent appruisal placed lire value of the land at $18 million hccuu.sc it is u prime site for un
industrial park und shopping center.

Agribi/ could purchuse all the tomatoes it needs on the murkel for $.25 per pound delivered to its
factory. If it did this, it would sell the farmland und shut down the operations in Shurpestown. If the
furm were sold, $300,000 of the annual fixed costs would be saved. Agribi/. can invest excess cush
and cam un unnuul rate of 10%.

I. Mow much does it cost Agribi/. annually for the land used by the lomulo furm?
2. How much would Agrihi/. save unnuully if it closed tire tomato furm? Is this more or less than

would be paid to purchuse the tomatoes on the murkel?
3. What ethical issues arc involvedwith the decision to shut down lite tomato furm?

6-64 Irrelevance of Past Costs at Starbucks
Starbucks purchases und nrasts high-quality, wholc-beun coffees, its hallmark, und sells them ulong
with other coffcc-relutcd products primarily through its company-operated retail stores.

Suppose that the quality-control manager ulStarbucks discovered u 1,200-pound batch of ruasled
beans thut did not meet the compuny's quality standards. Company policy would not allow such beans
U) be sold with the Starbucks name on them. However, they could be reprocessed, ul which time they
couldbe soldby Starbucks' retail stores,or they could he soldus is on the wholesale coffee beun market.

Assume that live beans were initially purchased for S800, und the total cost of roasting the butch
wus S2.520, including $420 of vuriuble costs and $2, 100 of fixed costs (primarily depreciation on the
equipment).

The wholesale price ut which Starbucks could sell the beans wus $3.80 per pound. Purchasers
would pay lire shipping costs from live Starbucks plunl lit their individual warehouses.

If the beans were reprocessed, lire processing cost would be $900 because the beuns would not
require us much processing as new hcuns. All $900 would be additional costs, that is, costs thut would
not be incurred without the reprocessing. The beuns would he sold to the retuil stores for S4.90 per
pound,und Starbucks would have to pay an average of $.45 per pound to ship tire heans to the stores.

I. Should Starbucks sell lire beans on the market as is for $3.80 per pound, or should the company
reprocess the beans und sell them through its own retuil stores? Why?

2. Compute the amount of extra profit Starbucks cams from the ullcmulive you selected in number
Icomputed to whut it would cam from tire other ulternulive.

3. Whut cost numbers in the problem were irrelevant to your unulysis? Explain why they were
irrelevant.

CASES
6-65 Make or Buy
The Mintielonku Corporation, which produces uttd sells to wholesalers a highly successful line of
water skis, has decided to diversify to stahili/c sales throughout the yeur. The company is considering
tire productionof crtrss-counlry skis.

After considerable research, u cross-country ski line has been developed. Because of the con¬
servative nature of the company management, however, Minnelonku's president has decided to
introduce only one type of the new skis for this coming winter. If the product is a success, further
expansion in future years will be initialed.

The ski selected is a mass-market ski with a special binding. It will be sold to wholesalers for
$80 per puir. Hecuuse of available capacity, no additional fixed charges will be incurred to produce
the skis. A $125,000 fixed charge will he ubsorbed by the skis, however, to ullocatc a fuir shure of the
company's present fixed costs to the new product.

Using the eslimutcd sales and prtHluetion of 10,000 pair of skis us the expected volume, the
accounting department has developed the following cusls per puir of skis und bindings:

Direct labor $35

Direct materials 30
Total overhead 15
Total cost $80

Minnctonku bus approached u subcontractor to discuss the possibility of purchasing the bindings.
The purchase price of the bindings from lire subcontractor would he $5.25 per binding, or SI0.50 per
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pair. If the Minnetonku Corporation accept* Ihc purc-hune proposal, it is predicted thai direct-labor
und variuble-ovctheud costs would be reduced by 10% and direcl-muleriuls ctxsls would be reduced
by 20%.

I. Should Ihc Minnetonku Corporation make or buy lite bindings? Show culcululions lo support
your answer.

2. What would he die maximum purchase price ucccplahle lo the MinnetonkuCorporation for the
bindings? Support your answer with iuiappropriate explanation.

3. Insteadof sales of 10,000puirs of skis, revised estimates show Miles volume at 12,500 pairs. At
this new volume, additional equipment, at an annuul rental of $ 10,000, must he acquired to manu¬
facture the bindings. This incremental cost would be the only additional fixed cost required, even
if sales increased lo 30,000 pairs. (The 30,000 level is the goal for the third year of production.)
Under these circumstances, should the MinnetonkuCorporation muke or buy the bindings? Show
calculations to support your answer.

4. The company has the option of making and buying at the same lime.What would be your miswer

to number 3 if this alternative were considered? Show calculations to support your answer.
5. What nonquunliliable factors should the Minnetonku Corporation consider in determining

whether it should make or buy the bindings?

6-66 Make or Buy
Tlic Ruhr Company's old equipment for muking subassemblies is worn out. The company is con¬
sidering two courses of action: (a) completely replacing the old equipment with new equipment or
(b) buying subassemblies from u reliable oulside supplier, who has quoted u unit price of $1 on u
7-year contract for uminimum of 50,000 units per year.

Production wus 60,000 unitsineuch of the past 2 years. Future needs for tlic next 7 yeurs ure not
expected to fluctuate beyond 50,000 to 70,000 units per year. Cost records for Ihc past 2 years reveal
die following unit costs of manufacturing the subassembly:

Direct materials $ .3(1

Direct labor .35

Vuriahlc overhead .10

Fixedoverhead (including S.10 depreciation und
S.I0 for direct departmental tixed overhead) .25

$1.0(1

Tlic new equipment will cost $188,000 cash, will last 7 years, and will have a disposal value of
$20,000. The current disposal value of the old equipment is $10,000.

The sules representative for the new equipment has summarized her position as follows:
The increase in machine speeds will reduce direct labor und variuble overhead by $.35 per unit.
Consider lust year's experience of one of your major competitors with identical equipment. It pro¬
duced 100,000 units under operating conditions very comparable lo yours und showed tlic following
unit costs.

Direct materials $.30

Direct labor .05

Variable overhead .05

Fixedoverhead,including depreciation of S.24 AO

Total $.80

For purposes of this case, ussumc that any idle facilities cannot be put to alternative use. Also ussurne
dial $.05 of the old Rohr unit cost is allocated fixed overhead that will be unaffected by the decision.

I. The president asks you lo compute the alternatives on u uitul-annual-cost basis mid on a per-unit
busis for annual needs of 60,000 units. Which alternative seems mtirc attractive?

2. Would your answer lo number I change if the needs were 50,000 units? 70,000 units? At what
volume level would Rohr be indifferent between making mid buying subassemblies? Show your
computations.

3. What factors, other than the preceding ones, should the accountant bring to the attention of
mmiugernenl to assist it in muking its decision? Include die considerations thul might he upplied
U) the outside supplier.
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6-67 Make or Buy
Levoy, Corp., estimates it will produce 25,000 units of unelectronic sensor pari thai goes into one of
its final products, culled a Fluclotron. Ilcurrently produces this sensor inlcrnully but is considering
outsourcing this uclivity. Current internal capacity permits lire pmduction of a maximum of 40,000
sensors. The production inunuger hus prepared the following information concerning tire internal
manufacture of 40,000 sensors:

Per Sensor

Direct materials $15.00

Direct labor 8.011

Variable overhead 10.00

Fixedoverhead 11.00
'Ibtal cost $44.00

The fixed overhead of SI Iper unit includes a S2 per unilallocution for salury paid to usupervisor to
oversee productionof sensors. The fixedcasts would not be reduced by outsourcing, except the super¬
visor would he fired (the company would terminute his conlruct). Assume that if Levoy outsources, its
purchuse price from the outsourcer is $38 per unit.

I Should Levoy outsrrurcc? Why or why ntd?
2. Assume that if Levoy outsourced, it would creule sufficient excess capacity such that il would

retain the supervisor and have him oversee pmduction of a new optical reading product, culled u
Scanmeister. If euch Scunmcister generates ucontribution margin of SIS and the company pro¬
duces 10,000 Scanmeisters, what is the muximum price Levoy would accept for outsourcing the
sensoi*?

NIKE 10-K PROBLEM

6-68 Make or Buy
As described in Item I of Nike's 10-K, virtually all of its products ure produced by independent
contractors. Suppose that in one of those contracted production facilities where Nike golf clubs arc
produced. Nike estimates the need for 20,000 speciuli/ed head cusings per yeur over the next 5 yean.
for ucustom driver club il manufactures. Ilcun either muke lire casings internally or purchuse litem
from un outside supplier for $29.75 per unit. If it makes the casings, ilwill have to purchase equip¬
ment costing S300.000 that has u5-yeur life undno sulvuge vulue (assume struight line depreciation).
The muchine cun produce up to 40,000 casings per year. The production munuger thinks the com¬
pany should purchuse the casings based tm the following information he has prepared concerning the
internal manufacture of 20,000 cusings per year:

Per unit

Direct materials $12.00

Direct labor 8.00

Variable overhead 4.50
Depreciation 3.00

Supervision 1.50
Rent 3,00

Ibtalcost $32.00

A supervisor would have Ui he hiredund puid asalary of $30,000 to oversee pmduction of the cusings.
Tltc rent charge is bused on lite space utilized in Ute plant, but there is excess plant space uvailuble to
manufacture the cusings. Total rent on the plant is $250,000 per period.

I Ifthe casings are mude inlernully, will the company be belter off or worse off, und by how much?
2. If it is eslimuled that only 15,000 casings per yeur were required, should Nike make or buy them?
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EXCEL APPLICATION EXERCISE

6-69 Identifying Relevant Revenue, Costs, and Income Effects
Goal: Create un Excel spreadsheet In ussist with sell-or-process- further decisions by identifying lite
relevant revenue, caste, andincome effects. Use lite results to answer questions about your findings.
Scenario: Mussina Chemical Compuny has asked you to prepure an unalysis to help il make deci¬
sions about whether to sell joint products at the split-off point or process them further. Htc background
duta for the unidysis appears in the Funduritentul Assignment Material 6-A3. Prepure the unalysis
report using u formut similur to Exhibit 6-3 on puge 257.
When you have completed your spreadsheet, unswer the following questions:

I. How should the $ 1 17,000 be ulloculcd to the three pnxlucts?
2. Is the company currently making the right processing decisions?Explain.
3. If llie compuny alters its pnrccssing decisions, what would be the expected combined operuting

income from the three products?

Step-by-Stcp:
I• Open u new Excelspreadsheet.
2. Incolumn A, create uhold-fuced heading that contains the following:

Roxv I:Chuptcr 6 Decision Guideline
Row 2: MussinuCbcmicul Company
Row 3: Scll-or-Proccss-Furthcr Analysis
Row 4: Today's Dutc

3. Merge und center lire four heading rows ucross columns A-J.
4. Inrow 7,create the following bold-fuced column heudingx:

Column B: Chemical Pmduct A
Skip two columns.
Column E:Chcmicul Product II
Skip two columns.
Column H: Chemical Product C

5. Merge and center the heuding in row 7, column B ucross columns B-D.
Merge and center the (reading in row 7, column Eucross columns E—G.
Merge und center lite (reading in row 7, column Hacross columns H-J.

6. In row 8, create lire following center-justified column headings:
Column B: Sell at Split-Off
Column C: Process Further
ColumnD: Difference
Column E: Sell at Split-Off
Column F: Process Further
Column G: Difference
Column If:Sell ulSplit-OIY
ColumnI:Process Further
ColumnI:Difference

7. Change tire format of the column headings inrow R to permit the titles to be displayed on multiple
lines within usingle cell.

Alignment tab: WrupTexl: Checked

R. Incolumn A, create tire Billowing bold-fuced row headings:
Row 9: Revenues
Row 10:Costs BeyondSplit-Off
Skip a row.
Row 1 1:Income Effects
Note: Adjust the width of column A to accommodate row headings.

9. Use the sccnurio duta to fill in revenues and crxsls beyond split-off unrounts for euch of the
products.
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1 0. Use appropriate formulas to calculate the difference and income effectscolumns for cuch product
u« absolute values.
5ABS< formula)

1 1 . Format all urnounts us follows:

Number: Category: Accounting

Decimalpluces: 0

Symbol: S

12. Change the format of the costs beyond split-off amounts to not display a dollur symbol.
13. Change the formut of the income effects urnounts to display as bold.
14. Change the formut of the revenues uriWMints to displuy u lop border, using live default line style.

Border tab: Icon: Top Border

15. Change the format of the costs beyond split-off amounts to displuy a bottom border, using the
default line style.

Border tab: Icon: BoturniBorder

16. Chunge the forma! of row 7,column B to displuy un outline border, using the defuult line style.

Border tab: Presets: Outline

Repeut this step for column F.
Repeat this step for column H.

17. Suve your wort todisk, and print ucopy for your files.

Note:Print your spreadsheet using landscape in order to ensure that ull columns appear on one page.

COLLABORATIVE LEARNING EXERCISE

6-70 Outsourcing
A popular term for muke-or-huy decision* isoutsourcing decisions. There are many examples of out¬

sourcing, from Nike's outsourcing of nearly all its productionactivities to small firms* outsourcing
of their payroll activities. Especially populur outsourcing activities air warehousing und computer
systems.

The purpose of this exercise is to share information on different types of outsourcing decisions.
It can be done in small groups or as unentire cluss. Each student should pick an article from the lit¬
erature thut tells uhout a particular company's outsourcing decision. There are many such articles: A
recent electronic search of the business lileruturc turned up more than 4,000 articles. An easy way
to find such un urticlc is to search un electronic database of business litcruture. Magazines that have
published outsourcing urticles include Fortune, Forbes, Business Week, und Strategic Finance. Many
business sections of newspapers also include such urticles. The Wall Street Journal usuully has u
couple of articles on outsourcing each month.

I. List as many details about the outsourcing decision as you can. Include the type of activity that is
being outsourced, lire size of the outsourcing, und the type of company providing the outsourcing
service.

2. Expluinwhy the company decided to outsource the activity. Ifreasons are not given in the urticle,
prepare a list of reasons thut you think influenced the decision.

3. What disudvuntages ure there to outsourcing the activity?
4. Be prepared to make u3- to 5-minule presentation to the restof the group or to the cluss, covering

your answer* to number* I,2, und 3.
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INTERNET EXERCISE

6-71 Green Mountain Coffee Company
How do fimisdetermine what type of information is useful for agiven decision? Is it possible for firms
U) have too much information? While u look ut a firm'sWeh site provides us with lols of information,
not all of it is necessurily useful for a particular decision. Let's look ut the Green Mountain Coffee
Company und sec whut infonnutionon the site would be useful for some specific decisions.

I. Go to llie home page of Green Mountain Coffee at www.greemnountaincolTee.com. What ure
die major topics on which u user can click to be taken to a puge with more detailed information?
Wouldyou likely find the sume type of information if you clicked on die links touny one of diese?
Why do you suppose Green Mountain Coffee chose those particular subtopics for its home page?

2. Where would you look on the site if you wanted to know more about Green Mountain Coffee's
finunciul information? Locale the most recent annual report postedon this section of theWeh site.
und answer the following questions. Did the company mukc a profit for the ycur? Whut wus the
major expense thul the firm encountered? Did the firm pay uny dividends? If you were interested
in un income-producing stock, would you wunt to invest inGreen Mountuin Coffee Roustcrs?

3. Which link would you wunt to use if you wanted to gain knowledge concerning the story of cof¬
fee? Click on this link now. This page has additional links uboul coffee. Which one(s) ure likely
U) provideinformation to help you leurn about die different coffees?Click tin one of die links you
just identified. What type of information uboul coffee differences does it provide? Didyour link
provide any information concerning prices us being a difference? Do you think that this would he
udifference between coffees?

4. Tlic site provides extensive information about social und envinmmental initiatives. What areas
in particular does the fmn highlight? Is diis information useful in helping determine if the com¬
pany's coffee products taste good?Whut uboul the quality of the product?Would this information
be useful to a potential investor inGreen Mountain Coffee's common stock?
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